County of Santa Clara
Behavioral Health Services Department
MHSA INN-15: Community Mobile Response Program
COMPLETE APPLICATION CHECKLIST
Innovation (INN) Project Application Packets submitted for approval by the
MHSOAC should include the following prior to being scheduled before the
Commission:
☐ Final INN Project Plan with any relevant supplemental documents and
examples: program flow-chart or logic model. Budget should be consistent
with what has (or will be) presented to Board of Supervisors.
☐ Local Mental Health Board approval*

Approval Date:

*Public Hearing with the County's Behavioral Health Board is scheduled on March 17, 2021
☐ Completed 30 day public comment period
Comment Period: Comment Period: February 12, 2021 to March 14, 2021
☐ BOS approval date**

Approval Date:

If County has not presented before BOS, please indicate date when
presentation to BOS will be scheduled: March 23, 2021

Desired Presentation Date for Commission: April/May 2021 (Final Date/Time Pending Consultation with MHSOAC)
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COUNTY NAME: SANTA CLARA COUNTY
DATE SUBMITTED: Estimated Submission Date to the Mental Health Services
Oversight Accountability Commission (MHSOAC) is slated in March 2021 after the
completion of the local community planning and review process.
PROJECT TITLE: COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE (CMR) PROGRAM
TOTAL MHSA INN FUNDING REQUEST: $24,816,245
DURATION OF PROJECT: 60 MONTHS
Section 1: Innovations Regulations Requirement Categories
CHOOSE A GENERAL REQUIREMENT:
An Innovative Project must be defined by one of the following general criteria. The
proposed project:
☒ Introduces a new practice or approach to the overall mental health system,
including, but not limited to, prevention and early intervention
☒ Makes a change to an existing practice in the field of mental health, including but
not limited to, application to a different population
☒ Applies a promising community driven practice or approach that has been
successful in a non-mental health context or setting to the mental health system
☐ Supports participation in a housing program designed to stabilize a person’s living
situation while also providing supportive services onsite
CHOOSE A PRIMARY PURPOSE:
An Innovative Project must have a primary purpose that is developed and evaluated in
relation to the chosen general requirement. The proposed project:
☒ Increases access to mental health services to underserved groups
☒ Increases the quality of mental health services, including measured outcomes
☒ Promotes interagency and community collaboration related to Mental Health
Services or supports or outcomes
☒ Increases access to mental health services, including but not limited to, services
provided through permanent supportive housing
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Section 2: Project Overview
PRIMARY PROBLEM
1. Individuals experiencing mental health crises often interact with police and
emergency departments. For communities that are historically unserved,
underserved, and inappropriately served, interacting with law enforcement can be a
frightening, distressing, and even deadly experience.
2. Communities with historical trauma because of police brutality and negative
interactions with other government authorities do not call for assistance when
needed because calling for assistance may at times lead to involuntary
hospitalization and unnecessary incarceration, which can be traumatic and lifechanging.
3. Santa Clara County has developed a mental health crisis response system that is
efficient and effective. However, community members have expressed concerns
that these teams require the inclusion of law enforcement in response to individuals
in a mental health crisis. During community input meetings, many community
members noted negative interactions with law enforcement, which has prevented
them from seeking assistance from these programs.
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4. Individuals who are assessed and deemed not needing a 5150 hold may not be
linked to any supportive or therapeutic services post-crisis response. Data shows
that this can lead to repeat calls for emergency services and lead to unnecessary
transport to emergency rooms and other emergency psychiatric hospitals.
“Due to a lack of access to appropriate quality care, African Americans are much
more likely to have their first mental health treatment in an emergency room, or as
the result of incarceration, with inadequate follow-up or referral for continuing
care.” (CRDP, 2018)
5. Santa Clara County’s current practice only utilizes an ambulance to transport
individuals on a 5150 hold to a hospital. Furthermore, law enforcement can only
transport individuals if they sit in the back of the police car, and many times it also
means being handcuffed, which can be traumatizing.
6. In Santa Clara County, people of color have reported that there are discrepancies in
treatment between racial and ethnic groups. Consumers who are people of color, in
particular, have reported during focus groups, a disparity in the caliber of treatment
they receive from law enforcement when experiencing crisis compared to other
racial groups, citing numerous negative experiences.
7. With the killing of George Floyd and other African/African Ancestry and Latin
individuals, there is an increased need to reframe from utilizing law enforcement
when responding to community behavioral health needs. Individuals representing
these populations are less likely to seek help by calling 911 for fear of being
mistreated or even killed.
8. Due to stigma related to seeking behavioral health services, community members
who are people of color are less likely to seek assistance when needed.
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PROPOSED PROJECT
The County of Santa Clara Behavioral Health Services Department (BHSD) provides an
array of behavioral health services, including services for crisis, acute inpatient
psychiatric care, subacute, residential care, full service partnerships, and outpatient
services. Although various behavioral health services are available to the community,
there is also an increased need to expand community-based crisis services to
encompass a truly community-focused approach.
The new Community Mobile Response (CMR) Program seeks to maximize the ability to
expand crisis response for individuals and families by adopting a community model that
uses community residents, mental health workers, and emergency medical support to
prevent crisis.
“Communities of color have a number of assets that form the foundation for a
community based system of services that meets the mental health needs of all
Californians. Community resiliency is developed when families, friends, churches,
schools, and community groups work together to strengthen both individuals and
communities. Individuals with strong ties to their community are more likely to
increase their resilience, develop a positive cultural identity, and form networks.”
(CRDP, 2018)
The scope of services will prioritize serving those who are deterred from calling 911 for
assistance due to a history of negative experiences with law enforcement. The program
will consider population size, geography, and trend/location usage, race and ethnicity,
cultural and community representation, LGBTQ population, disability, and other aspects
that affect how someone responds to a crisis.
The CMR program will provide a safe and welcoming environment in an effort to reduce
stigma associated with seeking mental health services. Ensuring that all aspects of the
services are inviting by being linguistically appropriate and lead by culturally informed
individuals from the community with lived experiences. As indicated in the California’s
Reducing Disparities Project (CRDP) report from 2018:
“In order to effectively treat individuals with mental health needs, the system must
provide safe and welcoming environments that encourage clients to ask for help.
Culturally and linguistically appropriate outreach and education can help confront
attitudes and beliefs about mental illness and cultural prohibitions against talking
about mental health.”
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The CMR Program intends to proactively help individuals in crisis: any situation
where an individual needs assistance in resolving conflicts or stressful situations. The
program team will help individuals experiencing an increased level of stress and anxiety
by conducting assessments for medical and/or behavioral health needs to minimize
and prevent further escalating the crisis and provide the individual the support they need
during their time of need. This program intendeds to utilize a community-based
approach, this program is intended to be used by the community as an alternative to a
law enforcement response. This program aims to serve individuals who do not feel safe
contacting law enforcement for unusual situations that require outside intervention for
resolution.
In light of the killing of George Floyd and events that took place in 2020, the Mental
Health Service Act (MHSA) Stakeholder Leadership Committee (SLC) endorsed this
new MHSA INN project: CMR to address current needs through a race equity and social
justice lens and make available a program that can help the unserved and underserved.
The CMR program will include a process in the program’s workflow to include other
resources as needed and, when appropriate, link to other teams and programs, such as
the County’s Emergency Medical Services (EMS) team, other County Mobile Response
programs like the Mobile Crisis Response Team (MCRT), and Psychiatric Emergency
Response Team (PERT).
Community Mobile Response innovative approaches ideas:
A) Family involvement – Utilize Assembly Bill (AB) 1424 which requires that all
individuals making decisions about involuntary psychiatric treatment consider
information supplied by family members, to encourage family involvement from the
phone screening through the entire process including follow-up.
B) Prevention focused – Focus on lower acuity situations and diversion, by being
culturally intuitive, utilizing compassion and de-escalation techniques to prevent high
stress situations from becoming a crisis, and prevent future calls by providing
resources pre and post response.
C) Access through a trusted community phoneline - a centralized 3-digit number
that is not 911 or 311.
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D) Transformed trauma-informed mobile response vehicle - Designed by a local
community artist and voted on by the community that can be utilized for field
treatment or transport when needed.
E) Community Collaborators - Utilize community members in all aspects of the
design, implementation and evaluation process. Staff the program with individuals
from the community, prioritizing people with lived experiences. A model detailing
community collaborations can be found in the model titled “Community
Collaborators” below.
F) Take a regional approach to learning by collaborating and communicating with
other counties with similar programs. Potentially create a county collaborative on
mobile crisis programming.
SERVICE AREAS:
Launch in two areas in Santa Clara County: East San Jose and Gilroy, with a plan to
expand to other sites in future years: Morgan Hill and North County and eventually
Countywide, if successful.
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the social vulnerability
index for Santa Clara County, shown in the next page, the highest level of vulnerability are
concentrated in San Jose and South County, specifically Gilroy.
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The program will serve all of San Jose. East San Jose has been identified as a priority
area within the San Jose service area. Community and stakeholders expressed the
desire to focus efforts on East San Jose due to the concentration of people of color and
refugees who reside in this area and has had a history of being underserved and overpoliced. Stakeholders expressed the desire to prioritize zip codes 95112 and 95122 in
East San Jose based on research and information provided by CMR Workgroup
Committee members who helped analyze and develop the program during the February
1 – 3, 2021 CMR Workgroup Committee sessions.
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The second location will prioritize South County, including Gilroy. The community chose
this location due to the lack of services available in this area of the county, which is also
supported by the CDC vulnerability index referenced above.
ESTIMATED NUMBER TO BE SERVED ANNUALLY
Given the CMR program will be operational 24/7, 365 days of the year, the aim is to
serve as many individuals as possible. The program will prioritize serving individuals
who are 18+, people of color, refugees, those who identify as LGBTQ, and others who
represent populations with a history of being unserved or underserved. The ultimate goal
is to provide a safe and welcoming service for those with a history of negative
experiences interacting with government officials and law enforcement.
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County
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As the stakeholders have shared throughout the planning input phase, this new program
aims to help as many individuals in a behavioral health crisis in the County. BHSD
reviewed the County’s existing Mobile Crisis Response Team (MCRT), data from 2019
to 2020. The MCRT serves the San Jose and South County areas. In 2019, MCRT
received 1,292 calls and in 2020, MCRT experienced a 163.5% increase with a 3,405
calls. In addition, the second graph shows the monthly utilization trend for 2020 and
MCRT usage continues to increase. BHSD used the MCRT utilization information to help
determine the minimum number to be served for this new program. Given this program
will use a community-based approach to prevent law enforcement involvement
whenever possible to crisis-related behavioral health calls, the CMR program may
receive more calls from the public compared to the MCRT as it will be a safe place to
call. With this new program, more community members may use this service, and people
may be linked to behavioral health services for the first time with the use of this service
through the follow-up component (via Call Center or CMR Onsite Field Teams). Again,
the program aims to serve as many individuals as possible but, at a minimum, serve
approximately 5,000 people annually.
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VEHICLE DESIGN
Interior
The interior of the vehicle will harbor a safe, calming, therapeutic environment with
encouraging images that are not overly stimulating and a bench/bed where individuals
can lie down or sit. The community/stakeholders stressed the importance of the vehicle
team being able to provide calming items such as fidget spinners, stress balls, food, and
water, so the vehicle will be equipped with storage space for these items. The vehicle
will also include equipment to provide basic medical treatment in the field, and will also
have the capability of transporting the patient plus a family member when needed.
Exterior
To ensure that the vehicle does not potentially cause additional anxiety or stress, the
exterior will not reflect law enforcement or other official looking vehicles. The community
also stressed the importance of the CMR vehicle being a neutral color and including a
discreet logo/design to ensure that it does not have a stigmatizing presence.
In an effort to promote community collaboration and a sense of ownership, BHSD will
host a contest for local community artist to design the logo/design for the new program,
please refer to section below titled “Community Collaborators and Outreach.”
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CALL CENTER
The Call Center Team
Community members and stakeholders voiced the need for this program to be
accessible through a trusted community phone line managed by a centralized Call
Center, operated by a community-based organization (CBO). The Call Center will be
operational 24 hours, 7 days a week, 365 days of the year.
“24X7 help is missing. Weekends are very stressful for families. We had to wait until
Monday to call into the MCRT in October, and by that time a CIT, ambulance and
5150/5250 were required.” - Community Member and Consumer
The Call Center Team will include:
• 1.0 FTE Program Manager (Licensed or Licensed Waivered)*
• 13.5 FTEs to staff the Call Center and the staff may include peer specialists/peer
family, paraprofessionals such as rehabilitation counselors, mental health
community workers, and Community Workers) and volunteers**
*A program manager will be a licensed behavioral health or licensed waivered
behavioral health clinician (a clinician who is working towards obtaining their licensure).
The primary role of the program manager is to provide program oversight and provide
support to staff to triage and assist as needed when clinical experience/determination is
required.
**Volunteers may comprise up to 25% of the Call Center team.
Through the CMR planning input sessions, stakeholders and community members
relayed how the call center team should be knowledgeable on triaging calls, picking up
calls, and responding in a timely manner. They also noted the importance of including
staff with lived experience who are culturally responsive and have mental health training.
It was important to stakeholders to have the Call Center team comprised of behavioral
health trained, relatable, and when possible, de-escalate situations over the phone as
this was an important component that stakeholders want in place for the Call Center.
Also, the Call Center team when appropriate will dispatch the CMR onsite field team to
the client in need. The call center will have language capacity capability. Based on the
workflow, described in the “Triage and Workflow” section of this document, if the crisis is
de-escalated over the phone, the call center team will follow up with the individual within
24-72 hours.
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County
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Phone Number for the New CMR Program
Early on in the planning process, in fall 2020, stakeholders voiced the need to create an
accessible, trusted community phone line for the new CMR program. Many stakeholders
commented on the need to have a phone number in place that is separate from existing
systems such as 911, 311, or the BHSD Behavioral Health Call Center, numbers
associated with law enforcement. During the planning input sessions held from
December 2020 to January 2021, stakeholders were asked to provide feedback on the
new CMR program's phone number: a new 3-digit phone number or a new 10-digit
number. Out of the discussions, a vast number of stakeholders voiced that a new 3-digit
phone number is best for this program. As one community members stated at one of the
planning input sessions:
“People with altered mental states can remember a 3 digit number better.”
(Community Member, January 2021)
Overall, there was consensus from stakeholders and a strong preference for a three-digit
number as the phone number information will be consistent throughout the County, easy
to remember, which is important to individuals who are in crisis. A three-digit number is
“memorable” and can be helpful with program expansion to other areas in the County.
CMR ONSITE FIELD TEAM
As described in the section above, titled “Service Areas,” there will be two service sites:
San Jose and Gilroy and there will be one CMR team per service area.
SAN JOSE SERVICE AREA
• 1.0 FTE Community Collaborator
• 1.5 FTE Program Manager*
(Licensed)
• Onsite Field Team**
• 4.5 FTEs Emergency Medical
Technician
• 4.5 FTEs Crisis Intervention
Worker (similar to a
Rehabilitation Counselor)
• 4.5 FTEs Outreach Specialist
• Subtotal 13.5 FTEs
Total 16 FTEs
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County

GILROY SERVICE AREA
• 1.0 FTE Community Collaborator
• 1.5 FTE Program Manager*
(Licensed)
• Onsite Field Team**
• 4.5 FTEs Emergency Medical
Technician
• 4.5 FTEs Crisis Intervention
Worker (similar to a
Rehabilitation Counselor)
• 4.5 FTEs Outreach Specialist
• Subtotal 13.5 FTEs
Total 16 FTEs
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*A program manager will be licensed, so the manager can do a 5150 hold if needed. The
primary role is to provide program oversight.
**Prioritize individuals with lived experience: consumers and family members of
consumers.
Overall, based on community and stakeholder input, the CMR team at each service site
location should include staff members that reflect the community that they are serving,
have lived experience, be approachable, trauma sensitive informed and understand the
importance of having empathy. Also, stakeholders shared the need to hire bilingual staff
with cultural literacy, who are able to relate to the population they are serving.
TRIAGE AND WORKFLOW

Source: White Bird Clinic – Dispatch Workflow

The workflow above was shared at community input sessions and the community
provided information on how it should be modified for the program. BHSD used the
feedback gathered from the community and stakeholders to develop the work flow
shown below. What was adapted from the CAHOOTS modes is shown in blue and the
adaptations are reflected in green. These changes include an opportunity to de-escalate
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County
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the situation over the phone whenever possible, which may not require dispatching the
CMR Onsite Field Team.
Stakeholders and the community felt strongly about not involving law enforcement
unless deemed absolutely necessary and including a robust training program to ensure
that individuals are treated with respect and compassion when accessing services.
During the focus groups, a mother shared her experience of a psychiatrist telling her that
her son will be hospitalized for a long time in a psychiatric hospital if she continued to
call to report crisis related to him. She is now afraid to seek help and wishes
professionals were more humane.
In an effort to ensure that law enforcement has limited involvement, the CMR field team
will respond to the situation and assess if there is a need for law enforcement. When
appropriate and the situation requires assistance from law enforcement due to safety
concerns regarding a client, the CMR Onsite Field Team will have the option of
dispatching the county’s PERT or MCRT. Community members shared during planning
input sessions, if safety concerns arise from any crisis situation that will require law
enforcement, they advocated for law enforcement who are trained in Crisis Intervention
Training (CIT) to be dispatched to the site.
The community also noted the need to include timely follow up for anyone who receives
services. To incorporate this, anyone who accesses the CMR program will receive follow
up:
1. The Call Center Team will provide a follow-up call to the individual if the CMR
Call Center Team can assist and de-escalate the situation with the caller, and the
call did not require dispatching the CMR onsite team.
2. The CMR Onsite Field team will provide follow-up as required after providing
services onsite to the client.
Follow-up with clients will be conducted within 24-72 hours to provide linkage and
referrals to other resources for support.
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PROGRAM OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS
During the community input meetings, community based organizations, stakeholders
and community members expressed a desire to include various aspect of community
collaborations throughout the entire CMR process. An additional model was developed,
shown below, to reflect the involvement of these “Community Collaborators.” The yellow
arrows reflect the ongoing information that the community will provide to the CMR
program, to inform the design and evaluation. The green arrows represent the
information that the CMR program will share with the community, including sharing
resources, facilitating trainings, attending community events, and collaborating with
community leaders.
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In an effort to promote community collaboration in the design of the program, BHSD, in
partnership with MHSA SLC and BHCA, will host a contest open to all community artists
to design the logo for the new program. BHSD will develop the design contest with help
from the MHSA SLC and BHCA members. Designs from this contest will be shared with
the focus groups listed above and stakeholders, to vote on the top design. The winning
artist will also receive a prize of $5,000. The artist who wins the design contest will work
with the design firm, selected through an Informal Competitive Procurement (ICP)
process, to develop the winning design in a usable format for the new CMR program, to
be displayed on the exterior of the van, uniforms, and any outreach items used to spread
community awareness about the program. The design templates will also be shared with
the CBO contracted providers for their use.
To aide in confronting stigma and negative attitudes about seeking assistance, the
program will employ individuals who are culturally and linguistically aware of the
community that they are serving. Additionally, all outreach and education materials and
logos will be translated into the County’s five threshold languages: Spanish, Vietnamese,
Chinese, Tagalog, and Farsi.
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County
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“Without appropriate outreach and education, language barriers can deter many
individuals from seeking treatment either because they do not know where to go
or they feel they would not be able to adequately communicate with their
providers.” (CRDP, 2018)
COMMUNITY OUTREACH EVENTS
In an effort to build relationships and become known in the community, the program will
plan and attend various community events in San Jose and Gilroy. During these events,
the CMR Onsite Field teams will bring the vehicle to allow community members an
opportunity to tour the inside of the vehicle and meet the teams that are providing
services. Attendance at these community events will also assist in building recognition
of the CMR program.
During the community input session with transitional age youth, the youth suggested that
the program develop a social media account to virtually engage the community and
demystify the process of seeking services. To assist in the community becoming
comfortable calling the new CMR program, the program will open a social media account
to virtually showcase the vehicle and provide the public with a step by step process on
what a person can expect when they contact the program for assistance.
“Make sure to explain the process of what happens when you call. What does this
mean for you? What would the resources be? Demystify the process: there
should be a place to answer these questions to assuage fear, anxiety.” Community Member

When the CMR onsite teams are not responding to calls, they will make their presence
and mission known throughout the community by driving through San Jose and Gilroy,
seeking out opportunities to be of assistance. This could include assisting those who
appear to be in need or by simply engaging community members in conversation and
providing resources to detour potential behavioral health needs.
PROGRAM NAME
The community was very vocal about wanting this program to have a positive
therapeutic presence in the community. For this reason, the community suggested that
the word crisis should not be used in the name of the program. During the workgroup
session held on February 3, 2021, the following ideas were shared to utilize as the
INN-15 Recommended Project Plan – Santa Clara County
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name. The MHSA SLC and BHCA members will provide additional input on the name in
the coming weeks. In the interim, the program will continue to be called the “Community
Mobile Response” program.
Community Assistance Response & Engagement (CARE)
Community Wellness Support Team (CWS)
Community Assessment Team (CAT)
Community Support Team (CST)
Community Care Team (CCT)
Wellness Intervention Support and Help (WISH)

FAMILY INVOLVEMENT
The program will leverage Assembly Bill (AB) 1424, which requires that all individuals
making decisions about involuntary psychiatric treatment consider information supplied by
family members. The CMR team will be directed to address the client first in order to
ensure that the family member(s) is/are not a trigger to the crisis. If the family member is
not the trigger, family involvement will be encouraged in every step of the process, from the
initial phone call, to transport, if needed and through follow up.
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“In many unserved, underserved, and inappropriately served communities, family
involvement is also key to improving mental health outcomes. Many people of color
who have actively sought mental health treatment or had a family member looking
for help have described the significant role that family plays in recovery.” (CRDP,
2018)
“Conversely, family rejection and rejection by communities of faith play a large role
in the mental health challenges faced by LGBTQ youth and young adults.” (CRDP,
2018)
To support individuals who identify as LGBTQ, stakeholders who participated in the
December input sessions stressed the importance of including selected family as support
persons. To accommodate this, the CMR program will allow the client to determine who
their selected support person should be.
RESEARCH ON INN COMPONENT
•

The original project idea/concept for the new CMR program was drafted by the
Behavioral Health Contractors’ Association of Santa Clara County(BHCA), an
organization comprised of over thirty non-profit community-based organizations in
Santa Clara County. BHCA’s idea, described in a White Paper, was modeled after
the Crisis Assistance Helping Out in the Streets (CAHOOTS) Program from Eugene,
Oregon. In August 2020, BHCA shared the White Paper with the Board of
Supervisors (BOS) and BHSD, who supported it. The BOS went on to fully fund,
utilizing County General Funds, a County Program Manager II position dedicated to
the proposed CMR Program. During this time as well, BHCA brought this idea
forward to the MHSA SLC group as a potential INN idea, which the MHSA SLC
supported.

•

BHSD researched the CAHOOTS Program referenced in the BHCA’s White Paper
and discussed how the model could be implemented in Santa Clara County, with its
unique geography and other differences that needed to be addressed.

•

BHSD reached out to the MHSOAC in October 2020 and requested other counties’
project plans that included similar ideas to that being proposed by Santa Clara
County. Provided by the MHSOAC, BHSD reviewed San Diego County’s Roaming
Outpatient Access Mobile (ROAM) Project, Los Angeles County’s Therapeutic
Transport (TT), and San Bernardino County’s Innovative Remote Onsite Assistance
Delivery (InnRoads) Program.
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Los Angeles: https://mhsoac.ca.gov/document/2018-08/los-angeles-countyinnovation-projecttherapeutic-transportation-tt-september-27
On January 20, 2021, the BHSD team met with the Los Angeles County TT team to
gather information on the development of their program, how it is going, lessons
learned, and future plans, to help guide the development of the CMR program.
San Bernardino - Innovative Remote Onsite Assistance Delivery (InnRoads)
Program: https://wp.sbcounty.gov/dbh/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/InnROADs.pdf
On January 13, 2021, the BHSD team met with the San Bernardino InnRoads team,
to gather information on the development of their program, how it is going, lessons
learned, and future plans, to help guide the development of the CMR program.
San Diego: https://mhsoac.ca.gov/document/2017-05/san-diego-county-inn-plandescription-roaming-outpatient-access-mobile-roam
On January 14, 2021, the BHSD team met with the San Diego County ROAM team,
to gather information on the development of their program, how it is going, lessons
learned, and future plans, to help guide the development of the CMR program.
•

BHSD then expanded research to include other counties’ MHSA and INN plans.
Alameda County has a current Innovation Project called Community Assessment
and Transport Team (CATT), which includes many of the same innovative
components and plans as the other counties and served as another model.
Alameda:http://www.acbhcs.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Alameda-Co.-MHSAINN-Plan-18-23F.pdf
On January 29, 2021 BHSD conducted an interview with the Alameda County team,
to gather information on the development of their program, how it is going, lessons
learned, and future plans. BHSD will continue to collaborate with Alameda county
throughout the development of the MCR program.
…….

•

The California Behavioral Health Directors Association (CBHDA) provided
information regarding San Francisco’s new Street Crisis Response Teams, part of
the City’s strategic framework for improving the behavioral health response to
people experiencing homelessness. The Street Crisis Response Team will be a
collaboration between the San Francisco Department of Public Health and the San
Francisco Fire Department, and each team will include a community paramedic from
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the Fire Department, and a behavioral health clinician and behavioral health peer
worker from the Department of Public Health.
San Francisco: https://sfmayor.org/article/mayor-london-breed-announces-plancreate-behavioral-health-street-crisis-response-team
On February 1, 2021 BHSD conducted an interview with the San Francisco
Department of Public Health’s team, to gather information on the development of
their program, how it is going, lessons learned, and future plans. BHSD will continue
to collaborate with San Francisco’s Mobile Crisis Response Team throughout the
development of the MCR program.
•

BHSD brought the numerous ideas researched and shared to multiple Stakeholder
Leadership Committee meetings and gathered additional information about what
community-based organizations were currently providing that were similar to the
proposed project plan.

•

Resource Development Associates: In the fall of 2016, BHSD hired Resource
Development Associates (RDA) to assess the effectiveness, structure, quality, and
impact of their MHSA-funded Continuum of Care. This MHSA Needs Assessment
was commissioned by BHSD approximately ten years post MHSA implementation.
One of the goals of the project was to conduct a retrospective exploration to
determine what had been accomplished with regards to MHSA implementation. The
Department was also interested in documenting the current landscape of MHSAfunded services and what additional needs remain in order to target future efforts.
The RDA Needs Assessment provided much of the background on the needs of
Santa Clara County for this proposed plan document.

•

California’s Reducing Disparities Project (CRDP) Report published in 2018.

•

Research: The BHSD team conducted informational interviews with various County
agencies, including the County EMS director and county counsel. These interviews
helped guide the development of the program as it pertains to transportation and
field treatment. The BHSD team will continue to collaborate with county counsel to
ensure that family can be involved with the process and explore how the program
can best collaborate with CBOs and shelters in the treatment and transportation of
clients.
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LEARNING GOALS/PROJECT AIMS
1. By using de-escalation techniques, will this new program minimize the need for
clients to be transported to the hospital or jail and instead when appropriate
transport to other destinations such as housing shelters, sobering center, and other
CBO programs?
2. Will this new program encourage community members to seek help when needed?
3. Will a collaborative approach involving community collaborators and other service

providers (partner agencies, EMS, BHSD County Programs) help with increased use
of the program?

4. Can the program lower the utilization rate of emergency services for behavioral
health needs?
5. Can the stigma associated with seeking mental health assistance be lowered if
services are provided in a safe, inviting, culturally informed, non-judgmental way?
6. Can the program lower the number of repeat callers for behavioral health crisis
assistance by providing linkage and follow-up services to individuals post crisis?

EVALUATION OR LEARNING PLAN
In an effort to maintain a neutral evaluation method, an independent evaluator will be
contracted to conduct a comprehensive process and outcome evaluation of the project.
BHSD will utilize the following data to inform the outcomes of this program:
•

CBOs will be contracted to manage the call center and two CMR onsite teams, these
contracted providers will be asked to track the total number of calls received, and
note the number of calls that are de-escalated over the phone or on site, resulting in
the client not needing transport.

•

For calls that result in the client being transport by the new CMR program, CBO
contracted provider(s) will be asked to track the destinations and final outcomes of
all clients.
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•

To determine if the new CMR program assists in lowering the need to repeatedly
use outside sources for behavioral health related situations, any person who
contacts the CMR program will receive a follow up call from the Call Center team or
CMR onsite team. During these follow up calls, CBO contracted provider(s) will ask
about client’s past use of behavioral health services.

•

To evaluated if providing follow up assistance detours repeat calls to the CMR
program, the CBO contracted provider(s) will be asked to track the number of
individuals who call the program multiple times.

•

To determine if the new CMR program results in a decrease in the number of calls
and utilization rate of other emergency services, the program will gather baseline
data for the following: rate of MCRT usage, ED/EPS admits due to behavioral health
related issues, and 911 behavioral health related calls.

•

To evaluate if the new CMR program can effectively build community trust and lower
stigma related to seeking behavioral health services, the program will conduct
regular customer satisfaction surveys.

Community Collaborators will establish a community advisory board made up of various
community leaders, consumers, family members of consumers, peers and with partners:
service providers, partner agencies, EMS and other County Programs, to help evaluate and
inform the development and progression of the program. This group will meet quarterly to
assess program progress and inform of changes or adjustments that need to be made.
See logic model in the next page, detailing the inputs, activities and outcomes of the new
CMR program:
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Section 3: Additional Information for Regulatory Requirements
CONTRACTING
For the CMR INN project, program services will be contracted out to a Community Based
Organization (CBO) through the Request for Proposal (RFP) process. Evaluation services
will be contracted out to a professional evaluator through a separate Informal Competitive
Procurement (ICP) process. An ICP will also be conducted for the Design Firm that will be
hired to assist with design/logo and work with BHSD and the artist who wins the
Countywide Design Contest for the new program.
CBO contracted provider(s) selected to provide direct services, and the contracted
evaluator will work closely with each other and BHSD to ensure the evaluation plan, data
collection, and all technical processes are completed successfully for a robust evaluation.
This will also enable BHSD to make a data-driven decision on whether the CMR program
services should be sustained after the five years of the Innovation Project completion.
BHSD will review all contractor audit and financial information. The BHSD Contracts Unit, in
collaboration with the BHSD Program Management team, will ensure quality as well as
regulatory compliance in the contracting process. The independent evaluator contracted
specifically for this Innovation Project will also be tasked with evaluating the quality of
services.
COMMUNITY PROGRAM PLANNING
In 2020, BHSD also commenced an Innovations (INN) planning process. The SLC
membership endorsed to move forward two INN draft ideas: INN-15 Community Mobile
Response Program and INN-16 Addressing Trauma and Stigma in Vietnamese and
African/African Ancestry Communities. Here are the dates related to Innovation specific
SLC meetings for the two new proposed projects.
Timeline of SLC planning meetings and processes - All meetings were open to the public
and the meeting information was also available on www.sccbhsd.org/mhsa.
•
•
•
•

September 2, 2020: SLC Meeting including Innovation project prioritization
September 9, 2020: SLC Meeting including Innovation project prioritization
October 2, 2020: SLC Innovation Incubator Kick-Off Meeting
October 17-November 16, 2020: Thirty-day public comment period
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•
•
•
•
•

October 26, 2020: SLC Subcommittee Meeting - Innovation Project Refinement
November 2, 2020: SLC Subcommittee Meeting - Innovation Project Refinement
November 6, 2020: SLC Subcommittee Meeting - Innovation Project Refinement
November 17, 2020: SLC Subcommittee Meeting - Innovation Project Refinement.
November 18, 2020: BHSD to post the updates to the draft plans for the two new
INN projects, including INN-16, on the BHSD MHSA site www.sccbhsd.org/mhsa.

On October 17, 2020, BHSD initiated the public comment period, which was slated to end
on November 16, 2020, but BHSD extended the public review comment period through
November 24, 2020 to provide the public the latest update to the INN project based on the
input received from the MHSA SLC meetings conducted in October 2020 to November
2020 and also allow time for the community and stakeholders to share additional input and
feedback on the two new INN projects. On November 30, 2020, BHSD presented a
summary of changes based on input at an MHSA SLC meeting that was also open to the
public. At the meeting, stakeholders supported extending the planning process to allow a
wider variety of consumers and stakeholders an opportunity to provide input for the INN-15
CMR program and have this work completed by BHSD in collaboration with BHCA.
From December 12, 2020 to January 15, 2021, in partnership with BHCA, BHSD convened
planning input sessions to build upon the recommended innovative approaches generated
in fall 2020. BHSD sought to obtain input on the programmatic elements of the new
program, such as the call center design/team, phone number, composition of the CMR
team, program workflow/triage, the design-interior/exterior of the trauma-informed response
vehicles, and the extent of the family involvement/loved one’s involvement for the new
program.
These planning input sessions were open to the public and sought focused input from the
following diverse groups:
• African/African Ancestry Community
• Chinese Community
• Clinicians with Mobile Crisis Experience
• Consumers
• Consumers/Family Members of Consumers
• Families who have lost loved ones
• Filipino Community
• Justice-Involved and the Re-entry Community
• Spanish Speaking Community
• Stakeholders in North County
• Transitional Age Youth (TAY)
• Vietnamese Community
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In all, 13 planning input sessions were held. The meetings were conducted in collaboration
with BHSD program areas: Cultural Communities Wellness Program (CCWP) and the
Criminal Justice Service (CJS) program division as well as with partner organizations such
as the National Alliance of Mental Illness (NAMI) of Santa Clara County, Black Leadership
Kitchen Cabinet (BLKC), Silicon Valley De-Bug, and Stanford Center for Youth Mental
Health and Wellbeing. Overall, various community members, from consumers, family
members of consumers, community members that identify as LGBTQ, and many more as
described above, participated in the planning process and development of this new
program.
At the end of January 2021, BHSD presented the information gathered at the planning input
sessions with the MHSA SLC members and BHCA partners and invited them to join the
CMR Workgroup Committee whose tasked to help refine and finalize the CMR program by
analyzing the gathered data from the community planning input sessions, see reference
section “Planning Input Notes – December 2020 to January 2021.”
Sessions with the CMR Workgroup Committees were held on February 1 - 3, 2021, and the
group analyzed and refined the programmatic elements of the CMR projects. The CMR
workgroup committee members included:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ana Villarreal, NAMI Faith Collaborative, MHSA SLC Member: Faith-Based
Armina Husic, Associate Director, Center for Survivors of Torture (CST), Asian
Americans for Community Involvement (AACI), MHSA SLC Member: Adult/Refugee
Health Advocate
Cheryl Engelstad, MFT, Member of the Lumbee Tribe, Director of Intensive
Outpatient Program, Starlight Community Services, MHSA SLC Member: Service
Provider – Underserved Youth
David Mineta, MSW, President and CEO, Momentum for Mental Health, BHCA
Member
Dolores Garcia, Coordinator, Parent Hub, and AB 109 Programs, ConXion to
Community, MHSA SLC Member: Social Services
Don Taylor, Executive Director, Bay Area Region, Uplift Family Services, BHCA
Member
Elisa Koff-Ginsborg, Executive Director, BHCA
Gary Miles, MHSA SLC and Behavioral Health Board (BHB) Chairperson
Kathy Forward, Consultant, NAMI of Santa Clara County, MHSA SLC Member:
Family Member
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Lorraine Zeller, Retired - Mental Health Peer Support Worker, Office of Consumer
Affairs, Ambassador, ACCESS for Mental Health MHSA SLC Member:
Client/Consumer
LouMeshia Brown, LMFT, Program Manager II, BHSD, MHSA SLC Member:
Cultural Competence
Mohamed Ali, Mental Health Peer Support Worker, BHSD, MHSA SLC Member:
Family Member
Peggy Cho, Mental Health Peer Support Worker, BHSD, MHSA SLC Member:
Client/Consumer
Sparky Harlan, CEO, Bill Wilson Center, MHSA SLC Member: Service Provider TAY
Yvonne Maxwell, LCSW, Executive Director, Ujima, BHCA Member

On February 10, 2021, BHSD held an MHSA SLC meeting that was open to the public in
which the BHSD team presented the updated CMR plan. The presentation included
programmatic updates and budget information, which has also been included as an
attachment to this plan document.
The CMR draft plan document will be posted for the required 30-days from February 12,
2021 to March 14, 2021 on www.sccbhsd.org/mhsa. A SurveyMonkey link will be available
on that site to provide individuals to submit their comment/feedback on the plan. After the
30-day public review period, hold a public hearing with the Behavioral Health Board in midMarch 2021 and request the County’s Board of Supervisors' approval of the plan on March
23, 2021.
This section will be updated as the community planning process is completed with this
project.
MHSA GENERAL STANDARDS
MHSA Innovation projects must be consistent with all potentially applicable MHSA General
Standards listed below as set forth in Title 9 California Code of Regulations, Section 3320.
This project meets the MHSA General Standards as described here:
•

Community Collaboration: The BHCA initially brought forward the project idea
through a white paper regarding the CAHOOTS model and the use of a communitybased approach for crisis-related situations. BHCA shared this project idea/concept
with the MHSA SLC group at a public meeting. The project idea was supported by
MHSA SLC and advanced as an MHSA INN project in fall 2020. Since that time,
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BHSD, in collaboration with BHCA and other partner agencies, facilitated planning
input sessions to garner broader participation from the community to obtain
feedback on the new program. Please refer to the “Community Planning Process”
described in the prior section for additional details on how many provided input in the
development of this plan.
•

Cultural Competence: By extending and including additional planning input
sessions, BHSD engaged more individuals, community members to participate in the
community planning process of the new community mobile response program. The
input gathered throughout the community planning process reflects the cultural,
ethnic, and racial diversity representative of various communities in Santa Clara
County.

•

Client Driven and Family Driven: The community planning process included a
broad range of community feedback, especially through the planning input sessions
conducted in December 2020 – January 2021 that included participation from
consumers, family members of consumers, families members who have lost loved
ones that help provide input in the development of this project.

•

Wellness, Recovery, and Resilience Focused: As a result of this Community
Mobile Response Program and the improvements made through the expanded
community planning process, clients of the crisis system, will have decreased levels
of trauma and increased levels of support from the community, as well as their family
members throughout the process of assessment, transport, and hospital admission,
if needed and desired by the individual in crisis. Ultimately, through decreased wait
times and the removal of most law enforcement response, the experience of the
person in crisis will be transformed into one in which they get the services they need
and emerge in a place more conducive to wellness, recovery, and resilience.

•

Service Integration: The current design of the CMR Program seeks to reduce the
number of providers and organizations involved in the crisis response from
beginning to end, which will improve service integration by making the process more
seamless and less drawn out and require the individual in crisis to repeat their
information fewer times. The new program's linkage follow-up component, as
described in the triage/workflow section of the document, will help clients gain
access to a full range of needed behavioral services and post-crisis services will
support both the individual, who was in crisis and the individual’s family who were
involved in the crisis situation.
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE AND STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT IN
EVALUATION
BHSD will convene a community collaborative advisory board made up of community
leaders, peers, family members, and consumers to help guide the development and
continuous evaluation of the program. Additionally, all staff involved with the program will be
trained in cultural humility.
INNOVATION PROJECT SUSTAINABILITY AND CONTINUITY OF CARE
Sustainability: Based on the results of the independent evaluation of the Innovation Project,
and the availability of other identified funding sources, the County will determine whether to
continue the project as is or to keep particularly successful elements integrated into other
programs already funded and being sustained. A year before the end of the project's INN
funding, the evaluation contractor will present an evaluation project report to BHSD and
MHSA SLC to provide information about the project's outcomes and the effectiveness of
the project. The evaluator will also present an initial feasibility assessment for sustaining,
integrating, or replicating project services or lessons learned to BHSD, the MHSA SLC
group, and the County’s Behavioral Health Board and discuss future plans for the CMR
program in advance of the project end date as an MHSA INN project.
Continuity of care: Individuals with serious mental illness receive services from the
proposed project. Well in advance to project completion, clients in the Innovation Funded
programs will be assessed for transfer to other programs. If the Innovation Project is to be
sustained and moved to a different funding source, clients will be notified of any changes
that may impact them, such as a shift in what types of personal information or assessment
data is being collected.
COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION PLAN
Community Collaborators and Sharing of Info
•

Information on the results of the Innovation Project evaluation will be posted online,
distributed via email, and reviewed at quarterly community advisory meetings.
Please refer to the section above titled “Community Collaborators,” as it describes
how BHSD plans to include a community-driven approach by consulting with a
community advisory board.
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CA County Collaborative: Share County Learnings
•

CMR Program Manager II will engage with communities that have developed similar
mobile response programs to develop a collaborative learning group to meet
regularly throughout the project to share lessons learned and best practices.

Ongoing Reporting Dissemination
•

BHSD will hold public meetings with the SLC to share learnings throughout the term
of the project to assess progress and expand on project goals as needed.

TIMELINE
The goal is to obtain the County Board of Supervisor’s approval of the new Community Mobile
Response program in March 2021 and request MHSOAC approval of the new INN program by
April 2021 – June 2021 by the end of FY 2021.
Pre-MHSOAC Approval
BHSD RFP Development and Logo/Design Contest(March 2021 – June 2021):
After the local community planning process has been completed with the County Board of
Supervisors’ approval of the new INN-15 CMR program and while awaiting for MHSOAC
review and approval of the plan, BHSD staff will conduct the following:
• Develop the scope of work(s) for the RFP that includes the programmatic details
described in this Plan document, including the following components: Call Center,
CMR Onsite Field Team for the San Jose Service area, and the CMR Onsite Field
Team for Gilroy. The BHSD program team will work with the BHSD Contracts unit to
prepare the RFP during this period.
• Plan and develop plans for the countywide design contest to create the logo/design
of the County’s new CMR project, including the selection/award process. This
process includes obtaining the County Board of Supervisors' approval, which will be
requested once BHSD receives approval of the new program from the MHSOAC.
• Develop the scope of work for the Informal Competitive Process for the Design
Vendor who will be tasked with working with the winning artist to transpose the
winning designs to usable formats, electronic images, create the design in the
County’s threshold languages: Spanish, Vietnamese, Chinese, Tagalog, and Farsi.
• Develop the scope of work for the evaluation contract. The selected vendor will be
tasked with program evaluation and working with community collaborators
throughout the program implementation and evaluation process.
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Once the MHSOAC approves the project, BHSD will request the County Board of Supervisor
approval of an appropriation modification to recognize the MHSA INN funds in the BHSD budget
for this new project. Assuming program and funding approval by the MHSOAC is obtained, and
BHSD receives County Board of Supervisor approval of an appropriation modification by June
2021, the RFP and ICP process can start in July 2021.
Once MHSOAC Approval Is Obtained
Initiate RFP and ICP Process (July 2021 – December 2021)
•

•
•

Release an RFP that will include the following three components: Call Center, CMR
Onsite Field Team for the San Jose Service area, and the CMR Onsite Field Team
for Gilroy. CBOs will have the options for applying for one of the RFP components,
two of the RFP components, or all three components in the RFP.
o CBO provider(s) submit bid proposals.
o Evaluate bidder proposals.
o Select and award RFP contract(s) with a projected service contract start date
of January 1, 2022.
o Generally, the BHSD Contracting RFP process takes six to eight months, but
BHSD will aim to complete the RFP process in six months.
Release an ICP for the Design Firm company that will work with the winning artist.
Release an ICP for the evaluation contract.

If the RFP process is completed by December 2021, the program implementation will start in
January 2022. The County will start utilizing MHSA INN funds aligned with RFP award contract
start date to initiate the 5-year drawdown of the MHSA INN program funding.
Program Implementation (January 2022 – December 2026)
•

•

•

Selected CBO provider(s) to implement the Call Center, CMR Onsite Field Team for
San Jose, and a CMR Onsite Field Team for Gilroy. Six-month ramp-up to allow
contracted CBO provider(s) to hire and train staff.
Establish a Community Collaborative Committee facilitated by the community
collaborator hired for each service area with the aim of having participants from
local/partner agencies, community leaders, BHSD, and other service partners:
County and CBOs, local jurisdictions to help educate about the new CMR program.
Establish the evaluation contract.
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Design of a new logo of the new program (January 2022 – February 2022)
•
•
•
•

Initiate Countywide Design Contest of the new Program open to Santa Clara County
residents (one month)
Request the public to vote on submitted design ideas (two-three weeks)
Announce winning design and artist
The winning artist to work with BHSD and the design firm to transpose the winning
design to other media types such as electronic images and translate it to other
languages (County’s threshold languages) and share design/logo materials with
selected CBO contract provider(s).

Van Transport/Retrofit (January 2022 – March 2022)
•

BHSD will work with County’s Facilities and Fleet (FAF) Management area to
purchase two utility vans, including retrofitting the utility vans to include equipment
and adjustments to the interior to allow for a comfortable, therapeutic space to help
and provide care to clients. Lastly, complete the design wrapping to showcase the
winning design/logo. Once completed, the van will be transferred to the CBO
contracted provider selected to serve the San Jose area and one for the Gilroy area.

During the FY 2025 Annual Update Process, in preparation for the project end date
of December 2026
•
•

Present draft evaluation project report with recommendations for inclusion of lessons
learned.
Present final project report with initial feasibility for sustaining, integrating, or
replicating project services or lessons learned to BHSD, the MHSA SLC group, and
the County’s Behavioral Health Board and discuss future plans for the CMR
program, in advance of the project end date as an MHSA INN project.
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Section 4: INN Project Budget and Source of Expenditures
CURRENT REVERSION RISK
As of February 2021, the County has a total of three MHSA INN projects that are pending
MHSOAC approval:
•

INN-14: Independent Living Empowerment Project, a two-year project with a total
INN funding request of $990,000 for the entire term of the project.

•

INN-15: CMR Program, a five-year project with a total INN funding request of
$24,816,245 for the entire term of the project.

•

INN-16: Addressing Stigma and Trauma in the Vietnamese and African
American/African Ancestry Communities INN Project, a three-year project, with a
total INN funding request of $1,753,140 for the entire term of the project.

Below is a table with the current information with MHSA INN funds at risk for reversion. The
County aims to ensure the funds noted below will be used/applied to the three programs
above to avoid reversion of County INN funds.
Estimates as of February 9, 2021
INN Funding Year (FY)
Current Reversion Risk For
Santa Clara County
(Unallocated INN Balance)
Date of Reversion*:

FY 2019
$2,007,859

FY 2020
$4,292,150

FY 2021
$5,568,909

6/30/2021

6/30/2022

6/30/2023

*INN reversion dates may vary. Beginning with funds distributed in FY 2015-2016, a county must obtain
approval from the MHSOAC for an Innovative Project Plan to spend INN funds. INN funds are encumbered up
to the budget amount and the reversion period ends according to the terms of the approved INN Plan. If a
county does not have an INN plan, funds will revert as of this date. A county may use a more recent available
funding to encumber to future INN plans.
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INN PROJECT BUDGET NARRATIVE, AND SOURCE OF EXPENDITURES
The budget includes four main components:
1. One-time expenses: van transport, equipment, logo/design.
Description

Annual
Amount

Purchase of Utility Van ($30K x 2)
Commercial Vehicle Wrapping (~$5-7K x 2 = ~$10-14K)
Interior configuration/equipment: ~$75K x 2 = ~$150K
Subtotal Vehicles cost*

$60,000
$14,000
$150,000
$224,000

*To help start program implementation, one vehicle will be
provided to each CBO provider: San Jose service area and Gilroy
service area

Design Contest
Design Vendor: transpose winning design for use = ~$10K
Subtotal Design/Logo
Total INN Funding Request

$5,000
$10,000
$15,000
$239,000

2. The Call Center will be operated by a community-based organization, which will
be procured by BHSD through an RFP process

BHSD reviewed comparable data of positions from prior CBO program bid responses to determine the staffing budget.
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3. CMR Onsite Field Team will be operated by a community-based organization(s),
which will be procured by BHSD through an RFP process that includes two CMR
Onsite Services teams, one for San Jose and one for the Gilroy service area.

BHSD reviewed comparable data of positions from prior CBO program bid responses to determine the staffing budget.

4. Evaluation Contract and County-Related Expenses
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Here is an overall budget overview that reflects the information listed on pages 37-38.
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Here is the overall budget by fiscal year utilizing the MHSOAC budget template. However,
please refer to the section above for details on the four main components of the budget.
CMR – Community Mobile Response
BUDGET BY FISCAL YEAR AND SPECIFIC BUDGET CATEGORY*
EXPENDITURES – Community Mobile Response Project – 5 year project (60 months)
1.

2.
3.
4.

PERSONNEL COSTS (salaries, wages,
benefits)
Salaries:
Personnel expenditures, including
salaries, wages, and benefits
Staff will include:
1.0 FTE Program Manager II
Direct Costs
Indirect Costs
Total Personnel Costs

Year 1

Year 2

$180,467

$180,467

$0
$0
$180,467

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

TOTAL

$180,467

$180,467

$180,467

$902,335

$0
$0
$180,467

$0
$0
$180,467

$0
$0
$180,467

$0
$0
$180,467

$0
$0
$902,335

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$250,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$250,000

6.

OPERATING COSTS*
Direct Costs:
Evaluation Contract (~$50K)
Indirect Cost

7.

Total Operating Costs

$50,000

$50,000

8.

NON-RECURRING COSTS (equipment,
technology)
Purchase Vehicles:

$60,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$60,000

$179,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$179,000

$239,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$239,000

$3,685,500

$3,685,500

$18,427,500

5.

Utility Van (~$30K x 2 =~60K)
9.

Retrofit:
Commercial Vehicle Wrapping
(~$5-7K x 2 = ~$10-14K)
Interior configuration/equipment
(~$75K x 2 = ~$150K)
Design Contest (~$5K)

10.

Design Vendor: (~$10K)
Total non-recurring costs

CONSULTANT COSTS / CONTRACTS
(clinical, training, facilitator,
evaluation)
11. Direct Costs:
$3,685,500 $3,685,500
CMR Field Teams (Combination of San
Jose and Gilroy) - Personnel
expenditures, including salaries,
wages, and benefits
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12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

Staff will include:
• 2.0 FTE Community Collaborator
• 3.0 FTE Program Manager
(Licensed Clinician)
• 9.0 FTE Emergency Medical
Technician
• 9.0 FTE Crisis Intervention
Worker
• 9.0 FTE Outreach Specialist
• Training: (~$10K)
Call Center:
• 1.5 FTE Program Manager
(Licensed or Licensed Waivered
Clinician)
• 13.5 FTE Peer Specialists or
Paraprofessionals
• Volunteer Stipends: (~$20K)
• Training: (~$20K)
Indirect Costs:
Operating expenditures at 15% of
personnel costs and G&A overhead
15% of operating expenditures and
personnel costs listed above
Total CBO Contract Costs
OTHER EXPENDITURES (please
explain in budget narrative)
Total Other Expenditures
BUDGET TOTALS
Personnel (total of line 1)
Direct Costs (add lines 2, 5, and 11
from above)
Indirect Costs (add lines 3, 6, and 12
from above)
Non-recurring costs (total of line 10)
Other Expenditures (total of line 16)
TOTAL INNOVATION BUDGET

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$5,899,745

$4,865,449

$4,865,449

$4,865,449

$4,865,449

$4,865,449

$24,327,245

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$180,467
$3,735,500

$180,467
$3,735,500

$180,467
$3,735,500

$180,467
$3,735,500

$180,467
$3,735,500

$902,335

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$1,179,949

$18,677,500
$5,899,745

$239,000
$0
$5,334,916

$0
$0
$5,095,916

$0
$0
$5,095,916

$0
$0
$5,095,916

$0
$0
$5,095,916

$239,000
$0
$25,718,580

$0
$0
$0

*For a complete definition of direct and indirect costs, please use DHCS Information Notice
14-033. This notice aligns with the federal definition for direct/indirect costs.
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BUDGET CONTEXT – EXPENDITURES BY FUNDING SOURCE AND FISCAL YEAR (FY)
ADMINISTRATION:
A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Estimated total mental health
expenditures for administration for
the entire duration of this INN Project
by FY & the following funding
sources:
Innovative MHSA Funds
Federal Financial Participation
1991 Realignment
Behavioral Health Subaccount
Other funding
Total Proposed Administration

EVALUATION:
B.
Estimated total mental health
expenditures for EVALUATION for the
entire duration of this INN Project by
FY & the following funding sources:
1.
Innovative MHSA Funds
2.
Federal Financial Participation
3.
1991 Realignment
4.
Behavioral Health Subaccount
5.
Other funding
6.
Total Proposed Evaluation
TOTALS:
C.
Estimated TOTAL mental health
expenditures (this sum to total
funding requested) for the entire
duration of this INN Project by FY &
the following funding sources:
1.
Innovative MHSA Funds*
2.
Federal Financial Participation
3.
1991 Realignment
4.
Behavioral Health Subaccount
5.
Other funding – County General Fund
6.
Total Proposed Expenditures

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

TOTAL

Year 4

Year 5

TOTAL

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$250,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$50,000

$250,000

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$5,154,449

$4,915,449

$4,915,449

$4,915,449

$4,915,449

$24,816,245

$180,467
$5,334,916

$180,467
$5,095,916

$180,467
$5,095,916

$180,467
$5,095,916

$180,467
$5,095,916

$902,335
$25,718,580

TOTAL

* INN MHSA funds reflected in total of line C1 should equal the INN amount County is requesting
** If “other funding” is included, please explain within budget narrative. $25,718,580
Note: The Year 1 start date begins when the County implements the Innovation Project (Innovation Project Regulation 3910.010)
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Supplemental Documents:
•
•

December 2020 – January 2021 planning input session notes.PDF
MHSA SLC February 10, 2021 Meeting - CMR Update Presentation.PDF
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Community Mobile Response Program
(CMRP) Community Input Session Notes:
December 2020 – January 2021

Thank you to all our community partners for helping with the community planning process in the development
of the CMRP and helping by hold the planning input sessions from December 12, 2020 to January 15, 2021
garnering input from diverse groups of people: consumers, family members of consumers, and various
communities African/African Ancestry, Chinese, Families who have lost loved ones, Filipino, Justice-Involved
/Re-Entry, Spanish-speaking, and Vietnamese. We appreciate your partnership and collaboration in this
process as we work together to develop and finalize the County’s new CMRP.

COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
AFRICAN/AFRICAN ANCESTRY COMMUNITY – DECEMBER 15, 2020
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•

Everywhere (North county)
City of Santa Clara

Call Center Team

•

Phone Number

General Findings
•
•

Everywhere
North County (Santa Clara)

Will need to have intense training on how to triage.

•

Should have good triage
training

•
•
•

Should not be 911
3 digit number that’s branded and easy to remember
Option* when called will automatically know location.

•
•
•

Workflow and Triage

•

Need to have detailed triage
o What questions are they asking to clearly label/categorize the call
as a mental health call?

•

Agreed on a 3-digit number
Not 911
Want option to GPS
location when connected
Must have detailed triage
tree

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•

Centralized
If decentralized, no wrong door, will still be assisted.

•

Agreed to a Centralized
Call Center Model

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

Group noted negative experiences with law enforcement.

•

Limit involvement due to
past negative experiences

Transport Vehicle

•

Flexibility – can people come sit in the van? Can worker go out and take a
walk with the person in crisis?
Color and image that is inviting and neutral

•

Flexible around where
services are delivered
Neutral color and image

•
CMR Team Composition

•
•
•

Uniform that doesn’t look like police uniform
Someone from the neighborhood (community service in lieu of a
professional degree).
Legal advocate (on call)

•
•
•
•

No Police uniforms
Team should include
community members
Should have a legal
advocate on call
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Family Involvement

•

Should be involved if not the trigger.

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•

Build trust from the neighborhood out.
Employ local people

Other comments

None

General Findings
•

Involve if not trigger

•

Build from within
community
Employ local people

•

CHINESE COMMUNITY – JANUARY 15, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

General Findings

Locations/Geographic Region

•

Milpitas and Palo Alto

•

Call Center Team

•
•
•

Clinicians
Peer mentor someone who can relate to them
Relieving to know that caller on other end has experienced what they are
experiencing

•
•
•

Phone Number

•
•

3-digit – people can remember it easier
Not always convenient to call the number, can we make it text accessible if
people can’t talk directly to someone on the phone

Workflow and Triage

•

Have someone on this team who can do the 5150 without having to call
another service

Should include Milpitas
and Palo Alto
Clinicians
Peer mentors
Should include people
with lived experiences

•
•

Prefer 3-digit number
Asked to include a text
option

•

Team should include
someone who can write a
5150 hold
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

No Comments

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•
•

CMR Team Composition

•
•
•

General Findings
•

Centralized model is
preferred

Snacks and water
Bed or a chair so that they can be comfortable and have privacy if needed
Warm clothes and maybe flip flops or shoes to give
The more conspicuous the better – something more subtle

•

Would be good to have someone relatable on the team because they can
connect in ways physicians can’t
Good to have someone licensed that can write a hold
Would be good to have a clinician arrive
Lighter colored uniforms (yellow) so it doesn’t look like law enforcement

•

Should have snacks,
water, and other comfort
items
Should be comfortable
and discrete
Should include someone
clients can relate to.
Should have someone
that can write a 5150 hold
Should have a clinician
that is on call
Uniforms should be light
and not reflect law
enforcement
Should be on a case-bycase basis
Consider transporting
client’s support animals
Explore how to handle
situations where minors
don’t want parents
involved
Work with trusted
community leaders
Reach out to CBOs in the
community

Centralized – easier to train and be able to have better coverage

•

•
•
•

Family Involvement

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•
•

•
•
•

Anything to support the clients in an easier transition
Consider transporting animals or any other support the client may want
Sometimes minors would be in distress because of family. Need to explore
how to handle situations when minors don’t want their parents involved.

•

Work with people who speak the language and are trusted community
leaders.
Reach out to other service providers and CBOs who serve this community
to help spread the word
Make sure to have someone who speaks the language

•

•
•

•
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

General Findings
•

Other comments

Have someone who
speaks the language

None

CLINICIANS WITH MOBILE CRISIS EXPERIENCE – JANUARY 14, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•
•
•

South County
North County (Palo Alto, Mountain View (x2), Sunnyvale)
Include San Martin in S County
Alviso

Call Center Team

•

No Comment

Phone Number

•
•

3-digit goes to a centralized call center
Centralized w/ three digit number.

General Findings
•

Should include South
County and North County
(Mountain View)

•

Agreed on a 3-digit
number that goes to a
centralized call center

“People who make the calls make them, themselves.”
“People with altered mental states can remember a 3 digit number better.”
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Workflow and Triage

•
•

Important that there is good training
Need for continuous ongoing education between agencies

General Findings
•
•

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•

Make sure response time is fast
Centralized

•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

May have a hard time finding MD to be on call for this
o MD’s are afraid of safety when police aren’t involved
Need to work closely w/ law enforcement
Law enforcement needs to be trained and on board w/ mental health

•

•
•

“We have had bad experiences when we have to call law enforcement out.”
“My main concern is that even if we have trained mental health professionals, if
the police assigned to the team isn't trained in de-escalation and doesn't have
an understanding of mental health disorders and symptoms, then we risk
further traumatizing clients and alienating community partners who do not want
to use this resource because of the poor experience involving police.”
Transport Vehicle

CMR Team Composition

•
•
•
•
•

Not cluttered, not a lot of visual stimulation inside, make scent optional
No flashing lights
Neutral color, something like tan, brown and regular looking
Comfortable seats in the back
Sensory objects, playdoh, stress ball, fidgets

•
•
•

May have a hard time finding MD to be on call for this
MD’s are afraid of safety when police aren’t involved
Without the ability to write a 5150 hold this will not be very useful

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Stressed importance of
good training for person
doing triage
Important to have good
communication between
agencies
Agreed to a Centralized
Call Center Model
Noted a need for fast
response times
May be hard to find an
MD if police aren’t
involved
Law enforcement should
be trained in mental
health
Concern about past
negative history with
police deterring people
from accessing services if
police are involved
Should be a calming
comfortable environment
Should have sensory
objects
Neutral color
Need to be able to write a
5150 hold
Peer support workers
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas
•
•
•
•

Family Involvement

•
•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

Other comments

•
•
•
•
•

Would be good to have peer support workers (senate bill 803) and to have
a peer aspect
Consider licensed psych tech – can write a hold and do vitals
Good to have a licensed professional on the grant team for consultation
Should be diverse and include someone who speaks the language or are
part of the culture they are going to.

General Findings
•
•

Licensed psych tech
Should be diverse and
speak the language/reflect
the community they are
serving.

•

Allow individual in crisis to
determine family
involvement first

Important for people to have information on all the resources that are out
there for them.
Good information for the community on what happens when you call
Work with ethnic leaders to raise awareness in community

•

Need to recognize where people may be starting in terms of their use,
refugees may not be familiar with using services
There has to be clarification about what constitutes a crisis vs an
emergency.

•

Stressed importance of
community knowing about
available resources
Work with leaders to raise
community awareness
Important to consider
refugees who may not be
familiar with service
Define crisis v. emergency

Try to minimize family involvement at onset so individual has opportunity to
decide for themselves if they want family involved,
Let the people decide

•

•

CONSUMERS – DECEMBER 16, 2020
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•
•

Include North County
Confirmed this includes Downtown San Jose, Eastside, Gilroy, Palo Alto
San Jose is huge; one location per city doesn’t seem right

General Findings
•
•

Add North County
Confirm Downtown
San Jose, Eastside,
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas
•

General Findings

Asked if San Martin and East Palo Alto would be included
•

Call Center Team

•
•
•

Phone Number

Workflow and Triage

Need training for folks taking the calls as their judgement will triage the
person into the flow process.
Need to be culturally responsive.
Suggested peer support; makes a difference on how the call and situation
are perceived.

•
•
•

•
•
•

3-digit number
After hours line
Training for 911 operators; lack of trust with using 911

•

•

Suggest peer support; makes a difference on how the call and situation are
perceived
Workflow includes police or no police; trust in law enforcement is low; is
there oversight if police say
Workflow – assess if person has apparent/non-apparent disability; follow up
service is lacking – to what extent follow up and timing of follow up?
Need communication across agencies Workflow and warm hand off.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Gilroy and Palo Alto
are included
Noted that one
location per city
doesn’t seem right
Culturally responsive
Good training
Peer support

Agreed on 3-digit
number
Lack of trust with 911
Would like to have it
operational 24/7
Peer support is
important
Noted lack of trust in
law enforcement,
want to make sure
there is oversight is
police are involved.
Noted a need to
include follow up in
process
Noted need for
communication
across agencies and
warm handoff
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•
•
•
•
•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•
•

General Findings

Centralized call center
Wait time is critical; wide map of Santa Clara County needs to be
centralized (i.e. Cupertino, Campbell)
Centralized - Santa Clara suicide hotline is 24/7 and receives many calls
per week; licensed people who have been trained answer the call; 24/7
options works best, as the County line ends at 5pm (crisis occurs any time)
Centralizes - people who call 911 are in crisis and are making the call
themselves; it is easier to call a 3-digit number when in a manic state
compared to a 10-digit number
Centralized – can engage person on a crisis call; most people who have an
emergency will call 911
Centralized – train people to do a warm hand-off if caller wants to talk
further

•

Agreed to a
Centralized Call
Center Model

Plainclothes officer w/o weapons or handcuffs but trained in physical
restraint.
Calling 911 – police aren’t able to respond like they used to; if it is a
domestic/violent need police.

•

If needed, should be
plain clothes without
weapons
If domestic violence
related, police need to
be involved

•

Experience
“Person had a guest who needed support (was having a manic episode); 4
police cars pulled up with uniformed officers which caused anxiety for the guest
and escalated the episode.”
Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety Concerns
No red van, prefer neutral colors (tan/brown)
Drinks food refreshments
Don’t have stigmatizing presence; no markings on the van
Chairs to meet outside, but how to keep confidential
Make van welcoming
Likes the non-emergency look

•
•
•
•

Inside should have
comforting items
Limit visual
stimulation
Should not have a
stigmatizing presence
No Red van, prefer
neutral colors
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas
•
•

CMR Team Composition

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Family Involvement

•
•
•
•

•

General Findings

Some clients may have autism/sensory overload – don’t have too much
visual stimulation inside the van; scents can be soothing or overwhelming
Have Playdough, squishy balls available to help calm a person
Staff trained in 5150 and/or lived peer support
Important to have clinicians on the team to assess 5150 necessity
Advocate for peer support worker involved in the follow up after the person
returns from the hospital
Bring in clinicians, social workers and peers (not just police), especially in
communities of color
Have folks with lived experience
Noted it may be hard to fill “on-call” positions
Comment from someone who worked 24/7 hotline: hire full-time employees
and put them on-call; they’re not there to provide therapy but to provide
support (i.e. psychology field, teachers); highly trained people to work with
the population
Leverage SB 803; having a peer support person in crisis would have a
great affect if used properly
Consider licensed psych tech who is able to write holds and do vitals and
have worked unusual shifts in hospitals; program managers with license
may require mandating reporting

The team should be:

Family can help or bring more distress; do on a case-by-case basis
Family can be disruptive
Up to the individual in crisis
Try to minimize family involvement because clients in the criminal justice
program don’t have much say in their own lives; they are able to have open
discussion when their family is not present; this builds better confidence in
their own decision making
Commenter has a nephew in prison who has schizophrenia – doesn’t allow
family to intervene but ho better to make decision than those who love
them? A barrier is put up between family and the person

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Trained in 5150
Provide Peer Support
Have Lived
experiences
Trained professionals
Clinicians, social
workers and peers
(not just police),
especially in
communities of color
Licensed psych tech
who is able to write
holds and do vitals
Consider leveraging
SB 803
Case-by-case basis
Should be determined
by the individual in
crisis
Minimize family
involvement, so
clients are able to
have open
discussions with
responders
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas
•
•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•

•
•
•
Other comments

•
•
•
•
•
•

Important to pay attention to the situation and client; determine if family and
friends can offer support
Family involvement – individual and family counseling; need to train family
so they know how to support their family member in crisis
Commenter – her clients trust her; can inform the client of the new CMR
number and other resources; recognize where people are with their views
Commenter spoke on behalf of refugees & immigrants – it’s a process to
build trust; refugees new to the country learn that the police can come and
take your kids; educate the people that the police won’t punish you and
take your kids; there are services to help people in need
Commenter – works in homeless shelter; as staff rotates need for ongoing
communication and collaboration; set clear expectations of what to expect
when call the CMR number; collaboration with law enforcement important
Refugees exist in ethnic networks and get their information from there;
there is a stigma in mental health so identify leaders in the community to
encourage members to use resources
Important to understand the community and culture; is the person taking
the call able to speak the language? Cultural training important
Need to establish what is considered an Emergency vs. Crisis
How define Mobile Crisis
Need definition of Crisis clarified
Training needs to be informative
Treat those in crisis with dignity; maintain the dignity of the client
No handcuffs; leather restraints are more humane

General Findings
•

Train family on how to
support person in
crisis

•

Noted the need to
build trust with
refugee population
Inform public of what
to expect when they
call the CMRP
Identify leaders in
refugee community to
help raise awareness
Stressed importance
of cultural training

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Establish what is an
Emergency vs. Crisis
Define Crisis
Emphasis on need for
informative training
No handcuffs, use
leather restraints if
needed
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
CONSUMERS AND FAMILY MEMBERS OF CONSUMERS – DECEMBER 12, 2020
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•

No comment

Call Center Team

•

Should be trained on psych evaluations, and how to best route the calls.

•

Should be trained on psych
evaluation and triage

Phone Number

•

•

Prefer a 3-digit number that
is not 911

•

Something other than 911 but still want a 3 digit number to call instead of
calling 911
Call mental health call center instead of 911

•
•
•
•

Focus on psychiatric care, navigation, case management, and follow up
Transition periods should be minimal
Doctor available to assist w/ medications
Would like to see resources and follow up (navigation/case management)

•

Focus on psychiatric care,
navigations, case
management and follow up
Minimize transition periods
Have doctor available for
medication assistance
Emphasis on resources
and follow up
Prefer a centralized call
center with 24/7 care
Referrals should be
centralized and consistent
Should have special
training for existing
systems

Workflow and Triage

General Findings

•
•
•

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•

Centralized 24/7 care

“all my loved one’s crisis happen at night.”
•
•
•

Resource/referral info should be centralized so it's consistent and not
biased towards any one agency
Special training for existing systems (fire/EMS)
“24X7 help is missing. Weekends are very stressful for families. We had to
wait until Monday to call in to the MCRT in October, and by that time a
CIT, ambulance and 5150/5250 were required.”

•
•
•
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

Negative interactions with police, traumatic.

•

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

San Mateo smart cars where they use SUV instead of an ambulance
Comfortable and accommodating
Non intimidating, neutral color, low profile, no advertising
No police or EMS colors,
green, blues and light lavender, purple colors,
Small logo if necessary on the door
“There should be a PLACE to go that isn't a hospital and isn't traumatic
since this is before crisis.”

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overwhelmed w/ multiple agencies responding
No uniforms
Clinician and case manager – very big on case manager
Potential liaison w/ a school
Hire people from the community as part time, so it can be an additional job
Lived experiences
“Peer Support Specialists should be part of the CMCP, Family Support
Specialists should also.”

•

Love the idea of collaboration and involving the family members
Large focus on family involvement and follow up
Big on allowing family to help guide and facilitate mitigation.
Concern: Gender affirming and LGBTQ individuals who may not want
family involved.
It would be helpful to have trained family members to help families that
have similar experiences.

•

CMR Team Composition

Family Involvement

•
•
•
•
•
•

General Findings

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Police should not be
involved, citing negative
traumatic interactions with
police
Suggested using SUV
instead of ambulance
Should be comfortable and
accommodating
Neutral color, not
associated with police or
EMS
Small logo if necessary
Should transport to a place
that isn’t a hospital
Limit number of response
personnel
Prefer no uniforms
Strong preference for a
case manager
Hire people from the
community to work part
time
Include people with lived
experience
Like the idea of family
involvement
Concern around LGBTQ
individuals who may not
want family involved
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•

Make presence in and engage community
Clearly state who service is for, word of mouth, youth education, videos,
etc.

Other comments

•

None

General Findings
•

Make presence known in
the community through
community engagement

FAMILIES WHO HAVE LOST LOVED ONES – JANUARY 6, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

General Findings

Locations/Geographic Region

•

No input

•

No input

Call Center Team

•
•

Someone who is trained in mental health and can assist.
Mental health specialist to staff call center

•

Should include someone
who is trained in mental
health
Should include a mental
health specialist
A 3-digit number is best
If someone does call 911,
should be directed to
CMR
Like proposed workflow
Suggest allowing CMR
team to decide if police
should be involved.

•
Phone Number

•
•

Definitely think 3-digit is best
Have an avenue so that if someone does call 911 it can be routed to CMR

•
•

Workflow and Triage

•
•

The proposed workflow and ideas are great
Suggested taking away the police block, and say the CMR tram can assess
if they need to make that call after arrival as some last resort given the
inherent risk of police.

•
•
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•
•
•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•
•

General Findings

Centralized
Look at potentially using volunteers to staff the call center
Potentially partner with the college to employee social work students to
staff call center.

•

“I think it would be important for the mental health organizations to educate
patients about how to interact with police.”
No police and if police involved, should not be the entity that controls the
situation.

•

•

•

“If armed police are called out, it will end up deadly due to their lack of training
in trauma or de-escalation cause they never use their training skills.”

Agreed to a Centralized
Call Center Model
Consider using volunteers
or college students to staff
the call center
If police are involved, they
should not control the
situation.
Model should not involve
police because it could
get deadly.

“I would suggest if there’s already a model that involves police (outlined in the
other slide), then this community response model should not involve police”
Transport Vehicle

CMR Team Composition

Should not look clinical or like other official vehicles.
Positive and comforting images and environment
Lighter colored van
Smaller discreet logo so there’s privacy
Should have Snacks/food/a place to chill/ therapy animal/weighted
blankets/wifi

•

Team should reflect the community they are serving, can relate understand
and communicate
Needs to be people from the community
Should be diverse and bilingual
Trauma sensitive informed and understand the importance of having
empathy

•

Should have option of family member involvement on a case by case basis.
Ensure that responder talks to person in crisis first and not family members

•

•
•
•

Family Involvement

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Should be discreet and
not look clinical or like
other official vehicles
Should have a positive
and comforting
environment
Team should reflect and
include people from the
community
Team should be diverse
and bilingual
Team should be trauma
sensitive informed and
have empathy
Should be an option on a
case-by-case basis
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

General Findings
•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•

Other comments

None

Change - mental health communication saying ‘if you need help call 911,
we need to make it so the non-police one is the response.

•

Should talk to person in
crisis before family
members
Educate public to call the
CMR instead of police
when help is needed.

FILIPINO COMMUNITY – JANUARY 7, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

General Findings

Locations/Geographic Region

•

Milpitas in Santa Clara

•

Call Center Team

•
•

Counselor
Someone that can relate to them, trained and relatable

•
•

Phone Number

•

3-digit number (consensus)

•

Workflow and Triage

•
•

Want to include family in the workflow
Needs to be a critical part added that includes navigation to help triage and
refer

•
•

Should include Milpitas in
Santa Clara
Should be a counselor
Important that person is
trained and relatable
Agreed on a 3-digit
number
Suggested including
family in workflow
Stressed the importance
of navigation to help with
triage and referrals
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
Topic

General ideas

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•
•

General Findings

Decentralized with the possibility of using the same number.
Decentralized means that you can use the services anywhere would want
to person to understand the community and be able to connect to local
resources.
Value in centralized, should have one number but have trusted community
members to raise awareness. NEED COMMUNITY SUPPORT

•

•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

No Police, could be a deterrent

•

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•

Make sure van and uniform does not look like police or ICE enforcement
Like the more open look (plexiglass)
Stay away from colors that identify w/ first responders
Casual uniform, but uniformed (potentially different uniforms or
identification for different levels of support)
Potentially a different type of car than a utility van, SUV or something
Want the van to reflect a happy place or a positive thing
Don’t want the van to be stigmatizing (don’t include crisis response on the
side)
Would like for the unit to be able to treat people in the field but also
transport if needed

•

Uniforms should not reflect police uniforms
Someone who can come in, do an assessment and deliver the services
that are needed
Opportunity for mental health peer support: Likes the more intense
approach that someone shows up they can talk to.
Would rather not have licensed professionals for fear of stigma from talking
to a “mental health” worker.
Would like peer support worker to speak Tagalog – responders need to
represent the community they are serving.

•

•
•
•
•

CMR Team Composition

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Prefer decentralized but
can be used everywhere,
with the possibility of
using the same number
Noted value in centralized
but need for community
support
Prefer no police, could be
a deterrent
Make sure van and
uniform does not look like
law enforcement
Consider adding
plexiglass for a more open
look
Want the vehicle to be
non stigmatizing and
reflect a happy place
Should be able to treat
people when in the field
and transport
Uniforms should not
reflect law enforcement
Need someone who can
do an assessment, but not
someone that will be
stigmatized as a mental
health person
Stressed need for peer
support workers who can
speak their language
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Topic

Family Involvement

General ideas
•

Need to have someone well trained in crisis management who can direct
where to go for assistance and help. Must be able to relate and deescalate

•

Family involvement important to not create additional problems in finding
information.
Consider other support persons besides family

•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•

Would hope that they do outreach and education in the community and
normalizing mental health support.
o Use people from the community to let the community know the van
is a safe place.
o Potentially faith based leaders

Advertising:
• No flyers, mostly advertise through social media and community
meetings
• Churches, Prayer groups, small businesses, different generations and
ages represented
• Videos from people who represent the community to share (in different
dialects)
Other comments

•

General Findings

•
•

Important to not create
additional problems in
finding information
Consider other support
persons as well
•

•

Must outreach to the
community to help
normalize mental
health support
Use people from the
community (faith
based leaders) to
reach the community

None
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
JUSTICE INVOLVED AND RE-ENTRY COMMUNITY – JANUARY 15, 2021 (TWO SESSIONS)
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General Ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•
•

Call Center Team

Phone Number
Workflow and Triage

Like proposed areas and can expand from there.
Target smaller areas to see how it goes. Then look to expand based on
those learnings and the number of calls that are received.
Include: East San Jose, Gilroy and District 3, would be wise to have
downtown San Jose.

Overall Findings
•
•

•
•
•

Trained mental health personnel.
Background in social work training.
Mental health clinician.

•

•
•

Three digit is best.
Not 911, triggers our clients

•

•

72hrs after crisis is very important for follow up, should incorporate
follow up with all parties involved 24, 48, and 72hrs after.
Make sure that there’s a place to track data and follow up with clients
through the system.
Important to communicate with existing service providers.
Transport to other than hospital if client needs to go somewhere else.
Agencies noted the need for timely communication from the crisis
response team to inform them if their clients called mobile crisis
response.
Agencies noted that they have 24/hr services, so they could support if
CMRP contacts them immediately.
o Currently, there is a delay before there is communication from
mobile crisis programs that agencies’ clients have been
hospitalized.

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Like the two proposed
locations: San Jose and
South County
Start small and expand to
additional areas
Should be trained mental
health personnel or clinician
Should have a background
in social work.
All agreed on a 3-digit
number
Not 911
Emphasis on needing to
include a follow-up
component in the workflow
and triage
Agencies noted the desire
to be involved in the
workflow
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Topic

General Ideas

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•
•

Centralized
Who will be triaging to determine if it is psychiatric or something else?
Specific staff with the expertise to determine which type of specialty staff
should be dispatched.

•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

Police trigger our clients.

•

Police can trigger clients, so
limit involvement

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•

White van
Blue logos are soothing
Medical insignia logo represents health
Have decorations/art inside so that it feels more like a home and less
like an emergency van.
County of Santa Clara logos, windows.

•

Van should be white logos
that represent health
Interior should be decorated
and feel comfortable
Consider adding Santa
Clara County logo

•

Overall Findings

•

•
•

Agreed to a Centralized Call
Center Model
Staff should be thoroughly
trained to properly triage
calls

“Clients that are UTI of meth/MH paranoia are often very paranoid and if the
van wasn’t clearly County, they may become aggressive due to feeling they
were being lied to.”
CMR Team Composition

•

A clinician who previously worked as a mobile crisis clinician feels it is
very important to have expertise in serious mental illness, e.g. bi-polar.

“They need additional training for these populations beyond what they
receive in graduate school. Specific training would be more important than
licensure.”
•

Licensure is important due to liability. Interns may not have the
experience in placing 5150 holds or diverting elsewhere. Potentially
there could be a structure of one licensed clinician could supervise and
make the more complex decisions that the pre-licensed clinicians who
consult them on.

Would like team to consist of:
•
•
•
•

Licensed mental health
clinician with specific
training.
RN with SUDS and/or
Psych training
Pre-licensed clinician
supervised by lead clinician
Noted the need for
extensive training in: severe
mental illness, substance
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Topic

General Ideas
•
•
•
•

Family Involvement

•
•
•

Need someone trained in substance use so they can determine if a
psychotic event is due to substance use instead of mental health issue,
and how to address this instead of bipolar episode, etc.
RN with substance use training/specialty SUDS RN
Could be a pre-licensed clinician supervised by licensed clinician who
are able to consult on more challenging crises.
Should not have too many people respond to call, may be difficult to
dispatch multiple calls.

Overall Findings

•

•

Clients will need to give consent. If living with family, client might be
released to family.
Should be decided by the client.
Caregivers/family should be provided with resources and how to handle
the situations in the future.

•

AARS and SCC SUTS hosts an IP (innovative partnership) meeting on
the second Monday of the month at 1 pm. That would be a great place
to reach all directors/managers of SUTS agencies in the county.

•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•

Other comments

None

•

use, de-escalation
techniques for all scenarios.
Noted need for someone
trained in substance use, to
determine if event is due to
substance use or a menta
health issue
Should limit the number of
people responding to calls,
in order to dispatch multiple
calls.
Family involvement should
be determined by the client
in crisis.
Noted the need for family to
be provided with resources
on how to handle situations
in the future.
Noted an opportunity to
raise awareness.
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
SPANISH-PEAKING COMMUNITY – JANUARY 8, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•

Call Center Team

•
•

•
•

Expand services in South County
o Especially in the Gilroy area.
Consider adding East San Jose
People who are patient and can support the families when in need of help.
Need to have people with lived experience answering the phone, or
someone who has a relative with mental illness and can understand others,
someone who can respond with support and avoid calling the police.
They want the staff to be caring and able to de-escalate a crisis
People who have life experience working with people suffering with mental
illness

General Findings
•
•
•

•

Should expand to
South County
Consider adding East
San Jose
Important to have staff
with lived experience
or who can relate to
person in crisis and
responds without
dispatching police
Staff should be caring
and able to deescalate
situations.

Phone Number

•

The members preferred to use a three digits number

•

Prefer a 3-digit number

Workflow and Triage

•

The participants stated that it would be great to implement a model that has
worked in other community or another state.

•

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•

All the participants agreed on a centralized model

Should implement a
model that has proven
success

•

Agreed to a
Centralized Call Center
Model

Experience
A mother expressed her experience calling many times the call center when her
son was in crisis and she did not get the help she needed. Her son’s behavior
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Topic

Law enforcement possible
involvement

Transport Vehicle

CMR Team Composition

General ideas
escalated to the point that he had to be hospitalized. She believed this
experienced could have been prevented.
• The participants liked the Cahoots model and agreed that it would be
important to involve the police when others are in danger.
• Members expressed the need for better training of the police on mental
health crisis, and training them on effective communication when
supporting a person or family during a crisis.
• They wanted the police to be better trained doing on 5150 situations.
“When they lack this training, it is easy for them to send the family member
to the hospital or to jail.”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family Involvement

•
•

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•

General Findings

•
•

Members would like the vehicle to display a small logo, more discrete.
White color.
Should not be red.
Family members, peer mentors
People that have life experience, paraprofessionals
Professionals that can evaluate for any 5150
Bilingual
Have a diverse group of staffing to appropriately respond to community
needs (staff for varying levels of response)
Competency in language and culture

•
•
•

Some members stated that we have to respect the desire of the person
when being transport to the hospital, if she/he wants to go alone in the van,
we have to let them go by themselves.
Other members stated when it comes to minors is very important that
parents can accompany the child in the van.
100% involvement of family members
Per participants own experience when reaching out for mental health
support, they stated staff should demonstrate empathy and knowledge
about persons living with mental illness.

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Important to involve
police when people are
in danger
Law enforcement
should be thoroughly
trained in mental
health crisis response
and how to respond to
5150 situations.
Discreet small logo
White
Should not be red
Peer mentors
Individuals with Livedexperience
Competency in
language and culture.
Diverse group of
staffing that includes
professionals who can
evaluate for a 5150
Should respect the
desires of the client
Parents should
accompany minors
Family should 100%
be involved
Staff should
demonstrate empathy
to make people feel
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Topic

General ideas
•

Other comments

•

Staff should also demonstrate knowledge about the family’s barriers and
challenges relating to supporting a love one with mental illness.

Current language translations are too technical, use Spanish language that
is more relatable.

Experience
Another mother shared her experience of a psychiatrist telling her that her son
will be hospitalized for long time in a psychiatric hospital if she would continue
to call to report another crisis related to her son. She is afraid to seek help for
her son. She wishes professionals were more humane.

Experience
Members reported concerns about the services received in the emergency
room such as lack of sensitivity, and not having staff that speak their language
and understand their culture.

•
•

General Findings

•

•
•

•

comfortable accessing
services
Should have
knowledge about
mental illness
Noted barrier in current
Spanish language
translations
Shared negative
experiences which
resulted in a barrier to
seeking services
Shared negative
experiences with
current crisis response
programs

Latinos (for the most part) call/reach out for help at the moment of greatest,
critical need
Do not trust existing mobile crisis services

Experience
A participant shared that the adult mobile crisis team has stopped taking their
calls, 7 x she called, until her adult son committed a crime, he is now in jail (4
months), and cannot get in touch with him
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COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE PROGRAM COMMUNITY
PLANNING MEETING NOTES
STAKEHOLDERS IN NORTH COUNTY – DECEMBER 17, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•

North County
Consider accessibility. Can someone reach the location?

Call Center Team

•
•

Phone Number
Workflow and Triage

•

Should consider adding
North County

People trained with consistency
Person receiving call should be mental health professionals

•

•

3-digit number preferred - consistent, memorable can be helpful when
expanding.

•

Team should have
consistent training
Should be a mental health
professional
3-digit number is preferred

•

Who’s going to be following up; who’s going to be working with schools and
clinics?
Should prioritize de-escalation

•

People call into ONE number (youth and adolescent services for example)
→ go into system for someone to triage → dispatch in Morgan Hills or San
Jose
Key phrase to say when calling, like “I need the Mobile Crisis team.”
Would it be possible for a call center or triage team to come train or go over
process with the community organizations?

•

Identifying which situations are clearly PD responses and CMR responses
should be straightforward. Running through the "grey area" will be
important so that each entity understands what protocol is most
appropriate.

•

•

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•
•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

General Findings

•

•

•

•
•

Stressed importance of
follow-up after a call is
made.
Should prioritize deescalation
Agreed on a centralized
system that can be
dispatched
Potentially use key phrase
when asking for services
Asked that call center
triage team train
community organizations
on process
Need to clearly identify
what does and does not
require policy
involvement.
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Transport Vehicle

CMR Team Composition

•

Including 911 Dispatchers will also be critical if they will be involved in
triaging/assigning resources.

•

•
•
•

Van should look more discrete.
The one that takes calls should look like ordinary cars.
Focus on safe therapeutic environment

•
•

•
•

Diversity of levels of professionalism, credentials, and experience is good.
Important to have someone on the team with a lived experience – a former
consumer who can give back. Always good to have someone with lived
experience who can relate.
Nurse and clinicians are good
Psych nurse – potentially retired and wanting to give back
Consider Tele-psych
Potential medical staff on call
Comfortable and welcoming clothes but some type of uniform
Would like less authority/undercover cop feel
More ethnic diversity on the team.
I think involving more folks with lived experience in the design is great! I
also appreciate the team having a make up of individuals from peer support
to clinical and being diverse in terms of racial/cultural background and
gender.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Family Involvement

•

Would need to be flexible on this, assess the situation and take on a case
by case basis

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•
•

Show up to community events
Partner with trusted community leaders
Making sure to explain the process of what happens when you call. What
does this mean for you? What would the resources be? Demystify the
process: there should be a place to answer these questions to assuage
fear, anxiety.

Other comments

•

•
•
•

Need to include 911
dispatchers in training for
triage and assigning
resources
Van should look discrete
Suggested using ordinary
cars
Should be a safe
therapeutic environment
Noted various levels of
professionals that should
be considered
Stressed the need to have
someone with lived
experience
Team should be diverse
Should wear comfortable
clothing

•

Should be handled on a
case by case basis

•
•

Attend community events
Partner with trusted
community leaders
Make sure community
knows the process

•

No comments.
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TRANSITIONAL AGED YOUTH (TAY) – JANUARY 12, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•
•

Good w/ proposed locations
Consider traffic and response times

•

•
•
•
•

Should not put people on hold, have some kind of que.
Need to be trauma informed
Be able to determine when extra help (police/medical) are needed
Some kind of therapy training so they can be more personable

•

Phone Number

•

Consensus on 3 digit number – easy to remember

•

Workflow and Triage

•

Can people be transported without needing to me handcuffed?

•

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•
•

Centralized offers more opportunity for consistency
De-centralized may be more personal but may not offer services when they
are needed
Centralized may seem more reliable

•

When call mobile crisis line police officers show up in police uniforms and it
is traumatizing to the youth.

•

Call Center Team

•
Law enforcement possible
involvement

•

General Findings

•

•

•

Agree with proposed
locations
Should consider traffic
response times
Should not put people on
hold
Should have mental
health training, be trauma
informed, and be able to
triage properly
Agreed on 3-digit number
Want to ensure that
people can be transferred
without being handcuffed.
Agreed to a Centralized
Call Center Model
Noted de-centralized may
be more personal, but
may not offer services
when needed
Prefer no law enforcement
involvement
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General ideas

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CMR Team Composition

•
•
•
•

Plain white van would be creepy – need to have some kind of logo/design
Cushioned bench in truck or medical bed so people can lay down and
pillows
Wording on the side of the van shouldn’t have “crisis” in it. Should reflect
what the service that is provided – we are here to help
Weighted blanket
Soothing smells
Potential Idea: hands open face up which is a universal sign for here to
help
Pastel colors, something soothing not associated with law enforcement
Shouldn’t be super bright
Have it be discreet so people don’t know what it is
Yoga mat that people could lay on if they don’t want to lay in the van
Magnets to cover up the logos if want to be discreet
Would be good to have a younger person that youth can connect to.
Want to have a peer support aspect
It can be overwhelming when there are a lot of people there. Try not to
make the response team so big.
Should be at least one medical person – Someone in uniform that is
identifiable

General Findings
•

•
•

•

•
•

Family Involvement

•

Parents can sometimes escalate the situation – this should be optional.

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•
•

Would help if people doing education should be youth
Have a social media account to show the van and inside so people know
what it is

•
•
•

Should have a discrete
logo or design that does
not include the word
“crisis”
Should be comfortable on
the inside
Pastel or neutral colors
that are not associated
with law enforcement

Stress the importance of
having a peers support
aspect or someone
younger that youth can
connect with
Should be a small
response team, to not be
overwhelming
Should include an
identifiable medical
person
Should be optional
People doing education
should be youth
Should have a social
media account to raise
awareness
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General ideas

General Findings

Other comments

Experience: Paramedics asked how do I stop my child from doing something
like this.

•

•

The resources are out there it’s important that we can connect them to
them

•

First responders should
be trained on how to be
empathetic
Stressed importance of
connecting to resources

VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY – DECEMBER 29, 2021
Summary of Feedback
Topic

General ideas

Locations/Geographic Region

•

No comment

•

No comment

Call Center Team

•

Multilingual speaking staffs are needed

•

Include multilingual staff

Phone Number

•

100% reported wanting 3 digits phone numbers.

•

Agree that 3-digit number
is best
Should include multi lingual
staff

Suggestions:

General Findings

•

•
•

3 same digits (i.e. 888) or 3-digits with two numbers (i.e. 898)
3-digits plus the last letter for language specific (i.e. 888V for Vietnamese,
888E for English, etc.)

Workflow and Triage

•

No comment

•

No Comment

Call center/phone
assessment/triage

•

They are 50/50. Some prefer a centralized call center for purpose of
training and consistency in services. Some want different numbers for
people in different region.

•

Half preferred centralized
model
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Topic

General ideas

General Findings
•

Law enforcement possible
involvement

•
•

Suggested to get help from the police
1 person suggested pepper spray was suggested for safety purpose.

•

Transport Vehicle

•
•
•

Suggested colors: yellow, light green and/or blue but light colors
Logo, name and phone # should be printed on the vehicle
Translation of the names/services should be printed on different vehicles
(different vehicles will have different languages printed on them)

•

CMR Team Composition

•
•

2- or 3-persons team was suggested:
One of the staff with specialty in working with Vietnamese people is
preferred. Suggested to have bilingual staff.
Manager of the program must be licensed
Team can consist of a nurse and Crisis Intervention Worker, no need for a
licensed/Licensed-Waiver staff.

•

•

•
•

Family Involvement

•

Ask individual for consent before allowing family or close ones to ride
along. Try to obtain consent and involve family members or supportive
members as much as possible.

Building trust/educating people
to call the new CMRP

•

Educational program to inform and educate the public about the program

Other comments

Suggestion:
•

Need to educate the public

•

None

•
•

•

Half preferred different
numbers for different
regions
Suggested getting help
from law enforcement if
needed
Logo, name and phone #
should be printed on
vehicle some with
translations
Suggested 2-3 person
team
Would like one Vietnamese
staff member and someone
that is bilingual
Can be nurse and crisis
intervention worker
Should ask client for
consent before involving
family
Have educational program
to inform public
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FEBRUARY 10, 2021
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES ACT (MHSA)
STAKEHOLDER LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE (SLC) MEETING
UPDATE ON INN-15 PROJECT: COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE (CMR) PROGRAM

MHSA SLC MEETING
UPDATE ON INN-15
PROJECT: CMR PROGRAM
TOPIC

FEBRUARY 10, 2021
2:30 PM TO 4:00 PM

TIME

1. Introductions (Jeanne Moral)

2:30 – 2:40 PM

2. CMR Timeline and Latest Updates (Jeanne)

2:40 – 2:50 PM

3. Overview of Current CMR Plans (Jeanne, Jamina
Hackett, CMR Workgroup Committee)

2:50 – 3:40 PM

4. Budget Overview (Jeanne)

3:40 – 3:50 PM

5. Comments & Questions (All)

3:50 – 4:20 PM

6. Next Step (Jeanne)

4:20 – 4:30 PM

MEETING
AGREEMENTS

Raise hand on
Zoom or on camera
to provide feedback.

Can also
provide
feedback in
the chat box.

Give space, take space.

COMMUNITY MOBILE RESPONSE (CMR) PROGRAM
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND PROGRAM DESIGN TIMELINE
2020-2021
Obtain input on
new CMR
Project from
SLC members /
public
Aug – Nov 2020
Hold INN
Planning Meeting

Hold Diverse
Community
Feedback
Meetings

Community
planning input
sessions:
Dec 2020–Jan
2021

Revise draft, Hold
SLC review meetings,
post publicly for 30
days

• MHSOAC/BHSD
consultation(s)
• County
Counsel/BHSD
review and
meeting(s)
• BHSD conducted
interviews /
research
Convene Workgroup
Program Design
Sessions & BHSD
Research

Fall 2020
4

Dec 2020 - Jan 2021

• Convene CMR
Workgroup Committee
Feb 1-3, 2021
• Consult with MHSOAC
• SLC meeting - Feb 10
• 30-day public posting of
the plan – Feb 12 to Mar
14, 2021
• Hold SLC Meeting
March 15, 2021

Jan 2021 – Feb 2021

Feb-March 2021

OAC Approval

• March 2021
BHB Public
Hearing
• March 2021
BOS
Meeting
BHB Public
Hearing and BOS
Approval

March 2021

• Submit to
OAC for
review.

CMR Workgroup Committee Sessions February 1 – 3, 2021
CMR Workgroup Committee
Member Tasks:
• Synthesize feedback – Reviewed Planning
Input Notes from the December 2020 to January
2021
• Identify common themes
• Refine model elements
• Identify any outstanding questions

• Help inform on the presentation for the MHSA
SLC meeting on the CMR – February 10, 2021

Sequence of topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locations
Phone Number
Define Crisis
Workflow & Triage
Call Center
CMR Team
Mobile Response Vehicle
Family Involvement
Outreach
Program Name & Other Ideas
Wrap up & Final thoughts

•

THANK YOU!
CMR WORKGROUP
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
COMPRISED OF MHSA SLC AND
BHCA MEMBERS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Ana Villarreal MHSA SLC
Member: Faith-Based
Armina Husic MHSA SLC
Member: Adult/Refugee
Health Advocate
Cheryl Engelstad, MFT MHSA
SLC Member: Service Provider
– Underserved Youth
David Mineta BHCA Member
Dolores Garcia MHSA SLC
Member: Social Services
Don Taylor BHCA Member
Elisa Koff-Ginsborg BHCA
Gary Miles, MHSA SLC and
Behavioral Health Board (BHB)
Chairperson

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Kathy Forward MHSA SLC
Member: Family Member
Lorraine Zeller MHSA SLC
Member: Client/Consumer
LouMeshia Brown, LMFT MHSA
SLC Member: Cultural
Competence
Mohamed Ali BHSD, MHSA SLC
Member: Family Member
Peggy Cho MHSA SLC Member:
Client/Consumer
Sparky Harlan MHSA SLC
Member: Service Provider TAY
Yvonne Maxwell BHCA Member

LATEST PLANS FOR THE INN-15 CMR PROGRAM

Proposed
Project Name

Community Mobile Response (CMR)
Program

▪ Family involvement – Encouraging family in all aspects
of the process, from the phone screening, to riding along,
to the hospital admission.
▪ Prevention focused – Focus on lower acuity situations
(From Fall 2020 and
and diversion, as well as providing resources pre- and
Shared During
post-crisis response.
Planning Input
Sessions in Dec 2020 – ▪ Access through a trusted community phoneline: a
Jan 2021)
centralized 3-digit number that is not 911 or 311.
▪ Transformed trauma-informed mobile response
vehicle, designed through community input, including
those with lived experience with the assistance of a
professional design and marketing firm.
▪ Community Collaborators, build a mechanism to
receive continuing feedback from the community on the
project.
Launch in South County and San Jose regions, with plan to
Proposed
Geographic Areas expand Countywide in the future years, if successful.
Proposed
Innovative
Approach
Ideas

CMR
LOCATIONS

1
2

3
Image Source: https://citiesassociation.org

San Jose
(Prioritize: East
San Jose)

Gilroy
South County/Morgan
Hill
North County (optional site if
funding is available)
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SERVICE AREAS
Zip Codes to Prioritize

Zip codes Shared
• 95112 – East side (main street Senter Rd)
• 95122 – Overfelt/East San Jose
• 95110 – Downtown San Jose (central San
Jose)
• 95128 – Fruitdale/So. Bascom near VMC
Campus
• 95116 – Alum Rock
• 95111 – South San Jose

Source: Centers for Disease Control Prevention (CDC), 2016
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SAN JOSE
Identified East San Jose
as a Priority Area within
this Service Area
95112 – East side (main street
Senter Rd)
95122 - Overfelt/East San Jose

11

GILROY
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DEFINITION OF A CRISIS
The new Community Mobile Response (CMR) Program intends to proactively help individuals in
crisis: any behavioral-health related situation where an individual needs assistance in resolving
conflicts or stressful situations. The program team will help individuals experiencing an increased
level of stress and anxiety by conducting assessments for medical and/or behavioral health needs to
minimize and prevent further escalating the crisis and provide the individual the support they need
during their time of need. As this program is intended to utilize a community-based approach, the
intent is to have this program broadly used by the community as an alternative to a law enforcement
response and have this program in place for individuals to feel safe accessing when calling to get help
for themselves and others during a crisis without law enforcement involvement.
In light of the killing of George Floyd and events that took place in 2020, the Mental Health Service Act
(MHSA) Stakeholder Leadership Committee (SLC) endorsed this new MHSA INN project: CMR to
address current needs through a race equity and social justice lens and make available a program that
can help the unserved and underserved. The CMR program will include a process in the program’s
workflow to include other resources as needed and, when appropriate, link to other teams and
programs, such as the County’s Emergency Medical Services (EMS) team, other County Mobile
Response programs like the Mobile Crisis Response Team (MCRT), and Psychiatric Emergency
Response Team (PERT).
13

Workflow and
Triage

WORKFLOW
& TRIAGE

Source: White Bird Clinic (2020)

WORKFLOW

Crisis

Blue = From CAHOOTS model
Green = proposed modification

Call comes in to
CMR call center

Service Need?

Community
Collaborators

CMR Dispatch
field team

De-escalate over
phone

Field team decides if
additional first
responders or crisis
teams are needed.

Assess, deescalate,
resolve on site

Transport
(hospital, service
provider, shelter, etc.)

CMR Team or Call Center Team follows up within 24-72 hours to provide
additional linkage/resources/referrals, including navigation/peer support
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COMMUNITY COLLABORATORS
Yellow Arrow = Community
informing the design of
program (ongoing)
Green Arrow = sharing
information out (CMR #,
Resources, Facilitate trainings.

CMR # Outreach
Advisory Group
for on-going
Input (Local
Community,
Peers & Family
Members

Community
&Neighborhood
Norms

CMR
Community
Collaborator

Service
Resources

Ethnic & Cultural
Norms

De-escalation
Training
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Community
Leaders

• Will be operational 24/7, 365 days of the year

Call Center

• The Call Center Team* (CBO-Operated) will include:
• 1.0 FTE Program Manager (Behavioral Health Clinician: Licensed or Licensed
Waivered)
• 13.5 FTEs to staff the Call Center and the staff may include Peer specialists/peer
family, paraprofessionals (e.g., Rehabilitation counselor, Mental Health Community
Workers, and Community Workers) and volunteers**
Note:
*Prioritize Individuals with lived experience: consumers and family members of consumers.
**Volunteers may comprise up to 25% of the Call Center team
Please refer to workflow slide 15 for Call Center’s Team role
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CMR Teams
Operational 24/7 in two service areas
SAN
•
•
•

J O S E S E R V I C E A R E A (CBO-Operated)
1.0 FTE Community Collaborator
1.5 FTE Program Manager* (Licensed)
Onsite Field Team (3-Member Team)**
• 4.5 FTEs Emergency Medical Technician
• 4.5 FTEs Crisis Intervention Worker
(similar to a Rehabilitation Counselor)
• 4.5 FTEs Outreach Specialist
• Subtotal 13.5 FTEs

Total 16 FTEs

G I L R O Y S E R V I C E A R E A (CBO-Operated)
• 1.0 FTE Community Collaborator
• 1.5 FTE Program Manager* (Licensed)
• Onsite Field Team (3-Member Team)**
• 4.5 FTEs Emergency Medical Technician
• 4.5 FTEs Crisis Intervention Worker
(similar to a Rehabilitation Counselor)
• 4.5 FTEs Outreach Specialist
• Subtotal 13.5 FTEs
Total 16 FTEs

*A program manager will be licensed behavioral health clinician, so the manager can do a 5150 hold if needed. The primary role is to
provide program oversight.
** Prioritize Individuals with lived experience: consumers and family members of consumers.
Please refer to workflow slide 15 for CMR Onsite Field Teams’ role
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VEHICLE
Exterior Design
•

Should be discreet and not look
clinical or like other official
vehicles

•

Small logo in various languages

•

Should not be red, should be a
neutral color

•

Should not have a stigmatizing
presence

Proposed Budget
Countywide Design Contest

$5,000

Design Vendor:
• Transpose
• Modify/versions in county’s
threshold languages
(Spanish, Vietnamese,
Chinese, Tagalog, Farsi)
• Electronic Image to be
used widely

$10,000
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VEHICLE
Interior
• Interior should be decorated and feel
comfortable
• Should be a calming comfortable safe
and therapeutic environment

• Limit visual stimulation
• Should not have a stigmatizing presence
• Calming objects, food, water
• Bed somewhere to sit and relax if needed
20

• Also, an option to sit outside

Vehicle Budget

Utility Van Purchase ($30,000 x 2)

$60,000

Commercial Vehicle Wrapping
($5,000-$7,000 x 2)

$10,000 $14,000

Interior Configuration/Equipment
($75,000 x 2)

$150,000

Total $224,000

FAMILY
INVOLVEMENT
• Client first
• Supportive of the idea to include the family
component piece in the program from
beginning through follow up
• Should not be limited to just family members
• Leverage AB1424 for family involvement –
AB 1424 Form: Information Provided by a Family Member
or Other Support Person

21

Work with
community
elders and
leaders

Social media
account

Community
Engagement

Engage with
CBOs

OUTREACH
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Work with faith
based leaders

Community Collaborators
San Jose & Gilroy

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS TO
BE SERVED BY THE CMR*
• Program will be operational 24/7,
365 days of the year
• Aim is to serve as many individuals as
possible.
• To determine, the minimum number
to be served by this
program, BHSD utilized data from the
county's current MCRT.
• In 2019, the MCRT program received
a total of 1,292 calls and in 2020
there was 163.5% increase from prior
year.
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*MHSA INN Requirement – Estimate
Number to be Served

MCRT – CALENDAR YEAR 2020 DATA

With increased program
awareness, the program aims to
serve approximately 5,000 a
minimum of people annually.
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LEARNING GOALS AND EVALUATION PLAN

Community Leaders

Contract with an independent evaluator to
assess the following program goals/outcomes
are achieved:
Family members of
consumers

Consumers

Community advisory
board to meet
quarterly

• Will this new program lower the incidence of
clients being transported to the hospital or jail?
• Will this new program encourage community
members to seek help when needed?
• Will a collaborative approach help with
increased use of the program?

Service Partners
(Service providers,
partner agencies, EMS,
BHSD County Programs)
26

Peers

OVERVIEW OF INN-15 CMR PROGRAM BUDGET

MAIN COMPONENTS OF
THE CMR PROGRAM
BUDGET

1. One-time Related Expenses
2. Call Center – CBO operated

3. CMR Field Teams (San Jose
and Gilroy) – CBO operated
4. County Expenses
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ONE-TIME
EXPENSES
1ST YEAR OF
PROGRAM
IMPLEMENTATION
First Budget Component

Description

Annual
Amount

Purchase of Utility Van ($30K x 2)
Commercial Vehicle Wrapping (~$5-7K x 2 = ~$10-14K)
Interior configuration/equipment: ~$75K x 2 = ~$150K
Subtotal Vehicles cost*

$60,000
$14,000
$150,000
$224,000

*To help start program implementation, one vehicle will be
provided to each CBO provider: San Jose service area and Gilroy
service area

Design Contest
Design Vendor: transpose winning design for use = ~$10K
Subtotal Design/Logo
Total INN Funding Request

$5,000
$10,000
$15,000
$239,000
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Call Center Budget Description

CALL CENTER
24/7, 365 DAYS
OPERATIONAL
CBO-OPERATED

Staffing for Each Service Area – Salaries/Benefits
(Refer to Slide 17)
• 1.0 FTE Program Manager (Behavioral Health
Clinician: Licensed or Licensed Waivered)
• 13.5 FTEs to staff the Call Center and the staff
may include Peer specialists/peer family,
paraprofessionals (e.g., Rehabilitation counselor,
Mental Health Community Workers, and
Community Workers) – may designate certain
members of the team as program leads.
Total 14.5 FTEs
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Five-Year
Project Total

$982,500

$4,912,500

Training Budget

$10,000

$50,000

Volunteer Stipends

$20,000

$100,000

Operating Expense* (Includes creation of a new 3digit number, outreach, and other program expenses)

$147,375

$736,875

General Admin Overhead**

$173,981

$869,906

$1,333,856

$6,669,281

Total INN Funding Request

Second Budget Component

Annual
Amount

Note:
*Operating Expense = 15% of the Staffing budget (salaries/benefits)
**General Admin Overhead = 15% of [Staffing budget + Training Budget + Volunteer Stipends + Operating Expense]

Third Budget Component
CMR FIELD TEAMS – OPERATIONAL 24/7, 365 DAYS
TWO SERVICE AREAS: SAN JOSE AND GILROY – EACH ONE CBO-OPERATED
Description

Staffing for Each Service Area – Salaries/Benefits
(Refer to Slide 18)
• 1.0 FTE Community Collaborator
• 1.5 FTE Program Manager* (BH Clinician
Licensed)
• Onsite Field Team
o 4.5 FTEs Emergency Medical Technician
o 4.5 FTEs Crisis Intervention Worker
o 4.5 FTEs Outreach Specialist Subtotal
Total 16 FTEs per Service Area

San Jose Service
Area Annual
Budget

Gilroy Service
Area Annual
Budget

Annual Combined (SJ
+ Gilroy) Budget

Five-Year Project Total

$1,326,500
(16.0 FTEs)

$1,326,500
(16.0 FTEs)

$2,653,000
(32.0 FTEs)

$13,265,000

$10,000

$10,000

$20,000

$100,000

Operating Expense* (Includes Outreach, Vehicle
Maintenance, car insurance, purchase of additional
vehicles as needed, other program related expenditures)

$198,975

$198,975

$397,950

$1,989,750

General Admin Overhead**

$230,321

$230,321

$460,643

$2,303,213

$1,765,796

$1,765,796

$3,531,593

$17,657,963

Training Budget per Service Area

Total INN Funding Request

Note: *Operating Expense = 15% of the Staffing budget (salaries/benefits)
**General Admin Overhead = 15% of [Staffing budget + Training Budget + Operating Expense]
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MHSA INN County Expense
Description

COUNTY
EXPENSES

$50,000

$250,000

Total INN Funding Request

$50,000

$250,000

Non-MHSA INN Funded County
Expense Description

Annual
Amount

Five-Year Project Total

$180,467

$902,335

$180,467

$902,335

Approved by BOS during August 2020 Budget
Process, funded with County General Funds

Total County General Funding
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Five-Year Project Total

Evaluation Contract

Program Manager II

Fourth Budget Component

Annual
Amount

5-YEAR MHSA INN FUNDING REQUEST
1. One-time Related
Expenses

$239,000

2. Call Center – CBO
operated

3. CMR Field Teams
(San Jose and Gilroy)
– CBO operated

$6,669,281

$17,657,963

4. County Expenses –
Evaluation

$250,000

Total MHSA INN
Funding Request

$24,816,245

County CGF Expense
Program Manager II*
Approved by BOS

$902,335

Overall Five-year funding (MHSA INN + CGF) = $25,718,579
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Comments & Questions
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Next Steps - CMR Community Planning Process

Post the Draft CMR Plan Document
by the end of the week
February 12 – March 14, 2021
for the 30-day public review
comment period
www.sccbhsd.org/mhsa

Request BOS approval of the Draft
Plan
March 23, 2021

BHSD to review comments
received and hold an SLC meeting
to share updates to the plan
resulting from public comment on

Hold a Public Hearing of the CMR
plan with the Behavioral Health
Board on the Week of March 15th –
Tentative date:

March 15, 2021

March 16, 17, or 18

Submit approved plan to the
MHSOAC
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For questions or if you would like additional
information about the INN-15 CMR Program
please contact the team:

THANK YOU!

Jeanne Moral, Program Manager III
Jeanne.Moral@hhs.sccgov.org
Jamina Hackett, Program Manager II
Jamina.Hackett@hhs.sccgov.org

